
New Houghton Mifflin
texts add sparkle to your
political science courses.

American Government
Third Edition
Alan R. Gitelson, Loyola University of Chicago
Robert L. Dudley, George Mason University
Melvin J. Dubnick, Rutgers University, Newark

With American Government, students get more than a clear, concise presentation of the essentijjj
facts—Gitelson, Dudley, and Dubnick's unique myth/reality framework helps them form their imn
opinions about the issues at the heart of government and politics today.
528 pages •paperback • Just published

•ELECTION PRINTING

The Challenge of Democracy: Government in America
Third Edition
Kenneth Janda, Northwestern University
Jeffrey M. Berry, Tufts University
Jerry Goldman, Northwestern University

Freedom, order, or equality?
Pluralist or majoritarian democracy?
By viewing American government in terms of these two themes, the best-selling
Janda/Berry/Goldman text gives coherence and relevance t& the facts of government. Look to the
new Election Printing for the latest in election owteonn-s and Supreme Court appointments and
decisions, as well as the outstanding support package you expc-c I liom Janda, Berry, and Goldman,
including interactive software programs developed by the-audioi s.
759 pages • hardcover • Just published

State and Local Government
Second Edition
Ann O'M. Bowman, University of South Carolina
Richard C. Kearney, University of Connecticut

State and local governments are expected to do more for their citizens every day with less help from
the federal government. With an up-to-date policy focus, this text reflects the way changing
expectations have affected institutions, political behavior, and policies.
608 pages • hardcover • Just published
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Presidential Politics
Lyn Ragsdale, University of 1.1

Lyn Ragsdale uses a central theme—the president's personal power and image of leadership vs. the
pluralistic institution of the presidency—to examine the complex issues that surround the Oval Office.
512 pages • paperback • Just published

Practicing Texas Politics
A Brief Survey
Eugene W. Jones, Angelo State University
Joe E. Ericson, Stephen F. Austin State University
Lyle C. Brown, Baylor University
Robert S. Trotter, Jr., El Centro College of the Dallas County Community College District
Eileen M. Lynch, Brookhaven College of the Dallas County Community College District

Keeping up with Texas politics is a challenge, particularly for beginning students. Administrations
change, different players emerge, and new issues arise — and only one author team keeps making
sense of it all: Jones, Ericson, Brown, Trotter, and Lynch. This brief edition, with the same text/reader
format as the longer edition, contains updated coverage, including the 1992 campaign and elections.
320 pages • paperback • Just published

The Human Polity
A Comparative Introduction to Political Science
Third Edition
Kay Lawson, San Francisco State University

Kay Lawson has revised her successful introductory political science text tcj
political changes that have taken place the world over in the last few ye;
interdependence that made this text a leader, the new edition offers an
relationship between economics and politics.
608 pages • hardcover • Just published
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13400 Midway Rd, Dallas, TX 75244-5165
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1900 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134
101 Campus Dr., Princeton, NJ 08540
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Human Rights, Latu, &f Politics
Human Rights in the World Community
Issues and Action (Second Edition)

Edited by Richard Pierre Claude and Burns H. Weston
The best analytical work of leading scholars and activists in the field of
international human rights is presented in this expanded and extensively
revised second edition.
Oct. 1992. 480pp, 16 iUus. Cloth, 3154-6, $54.95; paper, 1396-3, $22.95

Critique
Review of the Department cf State's Country Reports on Human

Rights Practices for 1990

Lawyers Committee for Human Rights
This is the thirteenth volume in an annual series produced by the
Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, now available from the University
of Pennsylvania Press. The report reviews 61 countries from all regions of
the world which have a variety of relationships with the U. S. government
Distributed for the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights. Jim. 1992. 460 pp.
Paper, 0-934143-55-1, $19.95

Inter-State Accountability for Violations ojHuman Rights
Menno T. Kamminga

Kamminga challenges one of the cornerstones of classic international
law: the presumption that states are entitled to exercise diplomatic
protection only on behalf of their own nationals. He offers a systematic
re-examination of this proposition.
A volume in the Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights. Oct. 1992. 240 pp.
Cloth, 3176-7, $32.95

Politics and Plea Bargaining
Victims'Rights in California

Conduce McCoy
In 1982, California voters passed Proposition 8, promoted by supporters
as the Victims' Bill of Rights, on the initiative ballot. McCoy describes
the political genesis of victims' rights legislation and the impact of
Proposition 8 on plea bargaining.
A volume in the Law in Social Context Series. Jun. 1993. 256 pp, 15 illus.
Cloth, 3190-2, $36.95 (tent);paper, 1433-1, $18.95 (tent)

Emancipation
The Making aftiie Black Lawyer, 1844-1944

J. Clay Smith, Jr.; Foreword by Justice Thurgood Marshall
In this, the first truly comprehensive social and political history of black
lawyers in America, Smith presents a one-hundred-year history of the
achievements black lawyers attained in the face of overwhelming odds.
May 1993. 790pp, 30 illus. Cloth, 3181-3, $56.95 (tent.)

Agents of Opportunity
Sports Agents and Corruption in Collegiate Sports

Kenneth L. Shropshire
Winner of the 1992 Outstanding Book Award—Choice Magazine.
"One of the most informative and balanced books on the sports
industry"—Philadelphia New Observer.
1990. 192 pp. Cloth, 82124, $25.95; new paperback, 1443-9, $16.95

Guide to International Human Rights Practice
Second Edition

Edited for the Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute in

collaboration with the International Human Rights Law Group by

Hurst Hannum

This thoroughly revised edition of what has become the standard work in
its field continues the original focus on the "nuts and bolts" of interna-
tional human rights law and practice.
Nov. 1992. 328pp. Cloth, 3167-8, $49.95;paper, 1410-2, $19.95

In Defense of Rights
Attacks on Lawyers and Judges in 1991

Lawyers Committee for Human Rights
The 1991 edition of In Defense of Rights details nearly 500 attacks on
members of the legal profession as they attempted to pursue human
rights violations. This book underscores the need for solidarity with
embattled lawyers and judges everywhere. The yearly reports will be
distributed by the University of Pennsylvania Press.
Distributed for the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights. Jun. 1992. 200 pp.
Paper, 0-934143-50-1, $19.95

The Craft of Justice
Politics and Work in Criminal Court Communities

Roy B. Hemming, Peter F. NarduUi, and James Eisenstein
The authors studied nine felony courts in both similar and dissimilar
communities in three states, and the results provided an unparalleled
opportunity to examine the contextual and environmental conditions
that shape the efforts of individuals who use their personal influence to
determine how felony cases are processed.
Dec. 1993. 224pp, 17iUus. Cloth, 3187-2, $24.95

Red Scare in Court
New York versus the International Workers Order

Arthur J. Sabin; Foreword by Howard Fast
"Sabin tells the heartbreaking story of how the IWO, and with it the
hopes and dreams of thousands of American working people, was
destroyed. It is a very important story, a grim and awful story. It must be
read and understood, so that nothing like it will ever happen again"—
from the Foreword by Howard Fast.
Apr. 1993. 372pp, 13 illus. Cloth, 3189-9, $29.95

The Failure of the Criminal Procedure Revolution
Craig M. Bradley
The Failure of the Criminal Procedure Revolution is a groundbreaking effort
to advocate sytematic and essential reform in America's court system.

Jun. 1993. 256pp. doth, 3200-3, $32.95 (tent)

The Social Engagement of Social Science
A Tavistock Anthology

Volume II: The Sodo-Technical Perspective

Edited by Eric Trist and Hugh Murray
A volume in the Innovations in Organizations Series. May 1993. 656 pp.
Cloth, 81934, $44.95 (tent)

University cffPerirtsylzjctriici jF*ress
MasterCJard & VISA accepted; call toll free: 1-800A45-9880
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THE WESTERN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

announces that the Western Political Quarterly is changing its name to the:

Political Research Quarterly
Effective with the March 1993 Issue, Volume 46, Number 1

Selected forthcoming articles:
f
*•' Bennett, Stephen E., and Linda L.M. Bennett. "Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Americans' Knowledge of Party Control of the
I House of Representatives, 1960-1984"
V
* Berch, Neil. "Another Look at Closeness and Turnout: The Case of the 1979 and 1980 Canadian National Elections"

Conniff, James. "Burke and India: The Failure of the Theory of Trusteeship"

f
Dixon, William J. and Bruce E. Moon. "Political Similarity and American Foreign Trade Patterns"

4 Ethridge, Marcus E. "Equality and Responsive Institutions: Elements of a General Model"

Garand, James C., Kenneth Wink, and Bryan Vincent. "Changing Meanings of Electoral Marginality in U.S. House Elections,
' 1824-1978," comment by Gary C. Jacobson

Gray, Virginia and David Lowery. "The Diversity of State Interest Group Systems"

4 Honig, B. "Rawls on Politics and Punishment"

Radcliff, Benjamin. "Liberalism, Populism, and Collective Choice," comment by William Riker

Tedin, Kent L. and Oi-Kuan Fiona Yap. "The Gender Factor in Soviet Mass Politics: Survey Evidence from Greater Moscow"

Articles in all fields of political science are welcome in the PRQ. Follow APSA style guidelines for
manuscripts submitted for publication. We average less than three months to evaluate a manuscript for

' publication. Manuscripts should be submitted to:

; Walter J. Stone, Editor
Political Research Quarterly

Department of Political Science
Campus Box 333

University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309

I

Subscriptions are $20.00 for individuals, and include membership in the Western Political Science
k Association. Send remittance to: Political Research Quarterly, 252 Orson Spencer Hall, University of

Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112.
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I!

True France
T/ie Wars over Cultural Identity, 1900-1945

HERMAN LEBOVICS

Lebovics shows how, among politicians and
thinkers on both the right and the left, the
glorification of True France masked the cultural
project of eliminating diversity. The Wilder
House Series in Politics, History, and Culture.
$29.95

Reasoned Freedom
John Locke and Enlightenment

PETER A. SCHOULS

"A rare close reading of Locke's work on
education, showing as well a thorough and
sensitive understanding of Locke's thought on
many important doctrines and issues. Schouls
offers a number of new interpretations of Locke
on the nature of reason, rationality, the role of
the passions, freedom, and learning. This study
should take its place among the better books on
Locke."—John W. Yolton, Rutgers University.
$37.50 cloth, $13.95 paper

God's Peoples
Covenant and Land in
South Africa, Israel, and Ulster

DONALD HARMAN AKENSON

"Superb scholarship and compelling
writing."—Library Journal.
"Splendidly illuminating
and enthrallingly readable."
—Conor Cruise O'Brien.
Asserting that the dominant peoples
of South Africa, Northern Ireland,
and Israel have based their cultural
identity on a belief in a direct
covenant or contract with an all-
powerful God, Akenson vividly
chronicles the profound effects of this
conviction on each state's history.
$29.95

House of Cards
Why Arms Control Must Fail
COLIN S. GRAY

"If peace breaks out, can
arms control be far behind?"
According to Gray, this sardonic
motto describes events of the
1990s just as well as it did those
of the 1920s. Gray offers a
provocative history of twentieth-
century attempts at arms
limitation, as he challenges the
fundamental assumptions of arms
control theory. Arms control has
never worked, he concludes,
because it never can. Cornell
Studies in Security Affairs. $28.95

Contestations
—a new scries edited by William I;. Connolly

The Inner Ocean
Individualism and
Democratic Culture
GEORGE KATEB

"Kateb is one of the most powerful
and original minds in political theory
today, and his best work is on
individuality and democracy. The
Inner Ocean makes a very important
statement in contemporary
democratic theory and is a pleasure to
read."—J. Donald Moon, Wesleyan
University. $27.95

The Anxiety
of Freedom
Imagination and Individuality
in Locke's Political Thought
UDAY SINGH MEHTA

"A fine study of Locke's views.
A significant and provocative
contribution to the current
rethinking of liberal individual-
ism."—James Tully, McGill
University. $24.50

Rival Capitalists
International Competitiveness in the
United States, Japan, and Western Europe
JEFFREY A. HART

Nowhere can the cataclysmic reversals in
international competitiveness since the Second
World War be traced more clearly than in the
United States, Great Britain, France, Germany,
and Japan. Surveying the development of the
steel, automobile, and semiconductor industries
in each of these countries, Hart illuminates the
role of national policy in a rapidly changing
world. Cornell Studies in Political Economy.
$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

The Cultural Front
Power and Culture
in Revolutionary Russia
SHEILA FITZPATRICK

Chronicling the battles for "cultural
hegemony" which marked the first
decades of Soviet rule, Fitzpatrick
argues that the traditional intelligen-
tsia, despite its loss of autonomy,
emerged as the partial victor in its
struggle against the new Communist
elites. $39.95 cloth, $13.95 paper

Culture and
National Identity in
Republican Rome
ERICH S. GRUEN

Few encounters in antiquity have had
more profound consequences than that
between Greek culture and Republican
Rome. Focusing on the ruling elites of
the middle and later Republic, Gruen
offers a compelling account of the
assimilation and adaptation of Greek
culture by the Romans. $37.50

At bookstores, or call 607-277-2211 (credit card orders only)

Cornell University Press 124 Roberts Place, Ithaca NY 14850
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IP= Oxford = = = = = = =
New!
World Resources 1992-93
A Guide to the Global
Environment
WORLD RESOURCES INSTI-
TUTE,
Washington, D.C.
The new edition includes a special
focus on children's health, cover-
ing major causes of mortality, new
initiatives to improve child sur-

vival, the role of nutrition in child health and survival,
and issues in financing child health care.
1992 400 pp.; illus. paper $19.95 cloth $32.50

New edition!
The Judicial Process
Sixth Edition
HENRY J. ABRAHAM, University of Virginia
Written by one of the nation's most astute observers of
the court, the new edition of this classic text examines
the impact of recent dramatic developments, includ-
ing the ascension of four new Justices to the Supreme
Court, and changes in the jurisdiction of the federal
courts.
January 1993 480 pp.; 5 illus. paper $19.95

Feminist Jurisprudence
Edited by PATRICIA SMITH,
University of Kentucky, Lexington
"The materials selected for the collection are of the
highest quality. Their organization not only reflects
the state of the questions but also a deft sense of the
point of teaching jurisprudence."—J.R. Lindgren,
Lehigh University
1992 608 pp. $35.00

The Nature and Process of Law
An Introduction to Legal Philosophy
Edited by PATRICIA SMITH,
University of Kentucky, Lexington
Using the U.S. legal system as a model, this compre-
hensive anthology presents law as a process, part and
parcel of a system of government and defined consti-
tutional procedures. Offering relevant documents,
court cases and short readings in history, law and phi-
losophy, it establishes the basis of law in political the-
ory, then presents substantive issues in private and
public law.
February 1993 832 pp. $45.00

Politics in Mexico
RODERIC AI CAMP, Tulane University
Thoroughly grounded in Mexican history, this intro-
ductory text explores the politics of Mexico, examin-
ing not only the roots of its contemporary political
culture, but the structure of government, electoral
process, issues of corruption and foreign policy, and
possible future directions.
February 1993 288 pp.; 36 tables, 4 figures
paper $14.95 cloth $39.95

Prosperity Versus Planning
How Government Stifles Economic Growth
DAVID OSTERFELD, St. Joseph's College,
Washington, DC
"Lively and interesting. Osterfeld's political economy
framework, his discussions of important issues such as
corruption, property rights, the environment, and the
legal context, and the attention he pays to the key vari-
ables in development—food, resources, and popula-
tion—also distinguish this book from most of the others
in the field."—Anil B. Deolalikar, University of
Washington
1992 288 pp.; 22 illus. paper $19.95 cloth $39.95

Towards A New Economic Order
Postfordism, Ecology and Democracy
ALAIN LIPIETZ, Centres d'ttudes Prospectives
d'lzconomie et Mathimatiques Appliquies a la
Planification
Drawing on examples from the recent history of
Europe, the Third World and North America, interna-
tionally esteemed political economist Alain Lipietz
argues that it is the intersection of the changing inter-
national economy with the experience of reaching the
limits of Fordist forms of production that is responsible
for the political and economic crisis of the last decades.
1992 196 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $39.95

Labor Parties in Postindustrial
Societies
Edited by FRANCES FOX PIVEN,
City University of New York
This path-breaking text examines challenges faced by
labor in the West over the last decade, through a com-
parative study of labor-based political parties in the
United States, England, France, West Germany,
Sweden, Israel and Canada.
1992 304 pp. paper $16.95 cloth $39.95

Lessons of Struggle
South African Internal Opposition, 1960-1990
ANTHONY W. MARX, Columbia University
"A richly textured and timely discussion of the peoples'
movements during the years we spent on Robben Island
and in exile. We are lucky to have such an insightful
analyst."—Walter Sisulu, African National Congress
1992 384 pp.; 13 illus. paper $15.95 cloth $45.00

The Theoretical Evolution of
International Political Economy
A Reader
Edited by GEORGE T. CRANE, Williams College,
and ABLA M. AMAWI, Georgetown University
Bringing together classic works and leading contempo-
rary arguments, this text outlines the development of
three schools of IPE thought—Liberalism, Marxism, and
Realism—and also includes recent syntheses of these
approaches to show how conventional theoretical cate-
gories are giving way to more eclectic conceptual schemes.
1991 320 pp.; 4 illus. paper $19.95

Prices and publication dates are subject to change. To request an examination copy,
write on school letterhead giving full course information, including course name, level,

expected enrollment, and your decision deadline, to

Oxford University Press
ATTN: College Sales Coordinator

— — — 200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 1 0 0 1 6 = ^ = =
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NEW FROM THE FREE PRESS

RESTORATION
Congress, Term Limits
and the Recovery of
Deliberative Democracy
George F. Will
"A biting, humorous, and.. .perceptive
sifting of much of the sand that fouls the
national political machinery.. .Mr. Will
has accurately charted the fault lines in
the national political terrain."
—Joseph A. Califano, Jr., in
The New York Times Book Review

1992 0-02-934437-9 $19.95

UNDUE PROCESS
A Story of How
Political Differences Are
Turned Into Crimes
Elliott Abrams
"A sharp, incisive look into how new
legal processes have demonized those who
do not toe a certain political line. Abrams
tells a fascinating—and disturbing story of
his own experience and the heavy price
he paid for his loyal service to the Reagan
Administration. This is an important and
timely book—revealing in its delivery and
powerful in its message."
—Richard Nixon

1992 0-02-900167-6 $22.95

AFTER TET
The Bloodiest Year
in Vietnam
Ronald Spector,
George Washington University
"Immensely readable and thoroughly
researched, this is a major contribution to
the study of the war and a superb book."
—George C. Herring,
author of America's Longest War
A Book-of-the-Month Club Featured Alternate
A History Book Club Featured Alternate

1992 0-02-930380X $24.95

THE LIFE
*0FTHE*

PARTIES
rf

AHBTORY
OF AMERICAN

m
AJamesRwchley

THE LIFE OF
THE PARTIES
A History of
American Political Parties
A.James Reichley
"It is hard to imagine a better time than
now for reexamining American political
parties. Reichley shows us how parties
have developed and how they have
managed 'incompatible ideological
traditions' The forthcoming debates on
the future of American political parties
will be informed by Reichley's careful
and well-written study."
—Charles O.Jones,
University of Wisconsin-Madison

1992 0-02-926025-6 $27.95

REFIGHTEVG
THE LAST WAR
Command and
Crisis in Korea,
1950-1953
D. Clayton James,
Virginia Military Institute, with
Anne Sharp Wells
"James has brought to bear his
unparalleled knowledge to explore how
MacArthur and the rest of the American
high command, conditioned by the total
war concepts of World War II, came to
wage the Korean War as a limited war in
spite of themselves. This is superb military
history that should provoke thought about
how to fight the limited wars still likely to
await u s . "
—Russell F. Weigley, author of
The American Way of War
A History Book Club Alternate

1992 0-02-916001-4 $24.95

, ADAM
JE LIC MAN

THE IDEA OF

CIVIL
SOCIETY

THE IDEA OF
CIVIL SOCIETY
Adam Seligman
"A most exciting, original and well-
documented presentation of the idea
of civil society in the Western—in the
broadest sense of the word, including
Eastern Europe—historical experience
and political tradition. The unique contri-
bution of Seligman's presentation is that
it combines a oroad cross-disciplinary
approach firmly rooted in history, soci-
ology, and political science. Will be a
work with very wide appeal."
—S.N. Eisenstadt, Hoover Institution

1992 0-02-928315-9 $24.95

VOLTAIRE'S BASTARDS
The Dictatorship of
Reason in the West
John Ralston Saul
"A rich, rewarding, highly original book
that casts a fresh perspective on all aspects
of our public life. There are innumerable
brilliant insights.. .Massively grounded in
hard fact... [it] should be required reading
for graduate students in the humanities."
—Camille Paglia, in
The Washington Post Book World

1992 0-02-927725-6 $29.95

ENERGY IV
THE EXECUTIVE
The Case for the
Strong Presidency
Terry Eastland
"Will transform the debate over the
American presidency while also providing
the intellectual foundation for the current
battle against congressional power."
—EJ. Dionne, author of
Why Americans Hate Politics

1992 0-02-908681-7 $22.95
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ABOVE THE LAW
Police and the
Excessive Use of Force
Jerome H. Skolnick,
University of California, Berkeley
and James J. Fyfe,
American University
The astonishing acquittal of four Los
Angeles policemen in the Rodney King
case precipitated mob rioting and a world-
wide outcry against police violence.
Skolnick and Fyfe use this incident to
introduce their definitive new study of
the nature of police violence, the extent
of its presence in America today, and the
possible ways to remedy a problem which
is undermining public confidence in
police across the nation.

February 1993 0-02-929312-X $24.95

RETHINKING AIDS
The Tragic Cost of
Premature Consensus
Robert Root-Bernstein,
Michigan State University
Since 1983 it has been held that HIV is the
cause of AIDS. In this path-breaking book,
Root-Bemstein reviews the entire existing
body of AIDS research, and^focusing on
a number of anomalies—challenges the
HIV hypothesis, showing how the spread
of AIDS has not followed the predictions
of the HIV-only model, and how some-
times even HIV positive patients seem to
have rid themselves of the virus. Debunking
the conventional wisdom about AIDS, he
refocuses attention on specific controllable
factors that may determine, rather than
increase our risk of AIDS. He also offers
hope to those with HIV that they may yet
survive infection.

1992 0-02-926905-9 $24.95

THE LEVERAGE
OF SEA POWER
The Strategic Advantage
of Navies in War
Colin S. Gray, National Institute
for Public Policy
"For anyone interested in thinking about
how maritime power has in the past, does
in the present, and will in the future play
in the strategic environment, this book is
essential reading."
—Williamson Murray, author of
Calculations: Net Assessment and
the Coming oj World War II

1992 0-02-912661-4 $24.95

INSIDE AMERICAN
EDUCATION
The Decline,
The Deception,
The Dogmas
Thomas Sovvell,
Hoover Institution
"Trenchant, insightful, comprehensive
and above all true, Sowell's account of
a journey inside American education
challenges those who like it the way it is
and stiffens the resolve of those fighting
for radical change."
—Chester E. Finn, Jr., Founding Partner,
The Edison Project

1992 0-02-930330-3 $24.95

PALESTINIANS
The Making of a People
Baruch Kimmerling,
Hebrew University and
Joel S. Migdal,
University of Washington
In this timely and authoritative account of
the origins and history of the Palestinian
people, Kimmerling and Migdal give a
sensitive and detailed portrait of this
nascent society as it struggled to survive
the dissipation of the Ottoman empire, the
devastations of World War I, the transfer
to British authority, and the subsequent
destabilizing impact of Western economies.

1992 0-02-917321-3 $27.95

THE CATHOLIC ETHIC
AND THE SPIRIT OF
CAPITALISM
Michael Novak,
American Enterprise Institute
Drawing on the works of modem Papal
social thought, Novak demonstrates how
the Catholic tradition has strengthened
the meaning of contemporary capitalism.
Novak shows how, in the face of a century's
conflict with communism, the Church has
forged a new and fuller conception of free
markets and commercial society as humane
institutions. It is this ethically invigorated
notion of capitalism that Novak sees as the
greatest resource for the new and emerging
nations of Eastern Europe and Russia, the
Third World, and the spiri-tual restoration
of civil institutions in the West.

Fdmiaryl993 0-02-923235-X $22.95

ADAM SMITH IN
HIS TIME AND OURS
Designing the Decent Society
Jerry Z. Muller,
Catholic University
"An extraordinarily good book on the
most quoted and least read of the worldly
philosophers. It is the best single-volume
overview, critique, and celebration that
I know."
—Robert Heilbroner, author of
The Worldly Philosophers

1992 0-02-922234-6 $22.95

SICK SOCIETIES
Challenging the Myth
of Primitive Harmony
Robert B. Edgerton, University
of California, Los Angeles
" A very effective challenge to the belief
of many anthropologists that societies are
inherently well-adapted systems, it also
refutes the relativistic myth that other
cultures must never be described as 'sick.'
It should be required reading."
—Dr. C.R. Hallpike, author of
Principles of Social Evolution

1992 0-02-908925-5 $24.95

New in paperback—

BAD BLOOD
The Tuskegee Syphilis

New and Expanded Edition
James H. Jones
This prize-winning classic of race and
medicine has been expanded to explore
the Tuskegee Study's legacy in the age
ofAIDS.
" A valuable, superbly researched, fair-
minded, profoundly troubling, and clearly
written book."
—T*e WasMngtm Post Book WorW

1992 0-02-916676-4 $14.95

THIS PEOPLE'S NAVY
The Making of
American Sea Power
Kenneth J. Hagan

1992 0-02-913471-4 $14.95

For Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express orders,
catt toU-free 1-8OO-323-7445.

THE FREE PRESS
A Division qfMacmillan, Inc./A Maxwell MacmiUan Company
866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
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COLLECTIVE
ACTION
Theory and Applications

Todd Sandier
Sandier synthesizes what has been
learned about collective action since
the publication of Mancur Olson's
pathbreaking work, The Logic of
Collective Action. He examines
Olsonian themes and propositions
and explains the forces behind
collective-action successes and
failures.

" . . . an important and influential
book." —Mancur Olson, University
of Maryland

cloth $42.50 / paper $15.95

EXPERIMENTAL
FOUNDATIONS OF
POLITTCALSCIENCE
Donald R. Kinder and
Thomas R. Palfrey, Editors
This book provides a comprehensive view
of the range and effectiveness of experi-
mental methods in political science.
It includes studies of media impact
on voter information, the testing of
formal political models of voting, the
measurement of public opinion, collective
action and Prisoner's Dilemma problems,
information and voting, bureaucratic and
legislative rules and agendas, political
choice behavior, and political psychology.
A volume in the Michigan Studies in
Political Analysis series.

cloth $49.50 / paper $14.95 February

BEYOND THE SOVIET
THREAT
Rethinking American Security
Policy in a New Era

William Zimmerman, Editor
This new book links Russian studies and
security studies to explore the policy
implications of the collapse of the Soviet
Union. Contributors are Andrew Bennett,
Charles L. Glaser, Ted Hopf, Paul Huth,
Allen Lynch, Miroslav Nincic,
Richard Hyland Phillips, and
Deborah Yarsike.

cloth $37.50

LAW'S VIOLENCE
Austin Sarat and
Thomas R. Kearns, Editors
The contributors to this new book
draw on a variety of disciplines—law,
history, political science, anthropol-
ogy, philosophy, and literature. All
consider the question of how violence
done by and in the name of law differs
from illegal or extralegal violence—or
indeed, if they differ at all. A volume
in the Amherst Series in Law,
Jurisprudence, and Social Thought.

cloth $34.50

NARRATIVE,
VIOLENCE, AND
THE LAW
The Essays of Robert Cover

Martha Minow, Michael Ryan,
and Austin Sarat, Editors
Robert Cover saw official courts as
combatants and not as neutral arbiters in
conflicts over values. This collection of
his essays explores the relationships
among language, communities, and values
and contributes both to legal theory and
social criticism. A volume in the Law,
Meaning, and Violence series.

cloth $37.50

SINGULAR EUROPE
The Economy and Polity of the
European Community after 1992

William James Adams, Editor
Leading international experts in
economics, political science, business,
and law discuss the impact of Program
1992 upon European and world economies.
Contributors are William James Adams,
Severin Borenstein, Bo Carlsson,
Gunter Dufey, Dr. Reinhard Ellger,
John H. Jackson, Alexis Jacquemin,
Fr6d6ric Jenny, Stephan Leibfried,
Emst-J. Mestmacker, Tommaso Padoa-
Schioppa, Gary R. Saxonhouse,
John D. Steinbruner, William Wallace,
Joseph H. H. Weiler, and
Susan L. Woodward.

cloth $45.00

Singular
Europe
ECONOMY AND
POLITY Or THE
EUROPE A V
COMMUNITY
AFTCR1992

BRITISH ELECTIONS
AND PARTIES
YEARBOOK 1991
Ivor Crewe, Pippa Norris,
David Denver, and
David Broughton, Editors
Focusing upon electoral research, this f
irst volume in an annual series brings
together important contributions by
leading political scientists, economists,
geographers, historians, and social
researchers to provide a comprehensive
range of reference data.

cloth $49.50

The University of Michigan Press P.O. Box 1104
Dept. CF Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104

Credit card buyers may Fax order to: 1-800-876-1922
MICHIGA:
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The Basic Issues
HEAD START
The Inside Story of America's
Most Successful Educational
Experiment
EDUIHRD ZIGLER & SUSRN

MUENCHOW

"Head Start is one of the few gov-
ernment programs that everyone
agrees is a success. Ed Zigler's per-
sonal account tells us why."

—Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder,
Chairwoman, Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families
$27.50

of AmeR/cq'5
IMojt .Successful
fducational

Experiment

NEGOTIATING THE
FUTURE
A Labor Perspective on American
Business
BRRRV BLUESTONE RND

I RUING BLUESTONE

"A visionary proposal for unions
and corporate leaders who will need
to take bold steps if America is going
to meet the economic challenges of
the 21st century."

—Paul Simon, U.S. Senator, Illinois
$25.00

BasicBooks

M O R T A L
PRESIDENCY

I line •> N a n<

in the U'h

THE MORTAL PRESIDENCY
Illness and Anguish in the White
House
ROBERT E. GILBERT

"It is good reading and has important
implications for presidential disability
and succession...a really worthwhile
contribution."

—Fred I. Greenstein, Princeton Univerisity
$25.00

FOLLOW THE LEADER
Opinion Polls and the
Modern Presidents
PflUL BRRCE & BflRBRRR HlNCKLEV

"A remarkably perceptive evaluation
of the president and public opinion.
Every citizen should read this book
and shiver."

—Theodore Lowi, Cornell University
$25.00

FACES AT THE BOTTOM
OF THE WELL
The Permanence of Racism
DERRICK BELL

"The stories challenge old assump-
tions and then linger in the mind in
a way that a more conventionally
scholarly treatment would be un-
likely to do."

—New York Times Book Review
$20.00

THE END OF THE SOVIET
EMPIRE
The Triumph of the Nations
With a New Introduction
HELENE CRRRERE D'ENCRUSSE

TRHNSLRTED BV FRRNKLIN PHILIP

"A brilliant study of the weaknesses
of the Soviet communist system."

—Henry A. Kissinger

A New Republic Book
$23.00

FOLLOW
THE

LEADER

Now in Paperback...
CULTURE WARS
The Struggle to Define America

JAMES DAVISON HUNTER
$13.00

REFLECTIONS OF AN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BABY
STEPHEN L. CARTER
$12.00

NARCOTERRORISM
RACHEL EHRENFELD
$11.00

MODELS OF MY LIFE
HERBERT A. SIMON
$15.00

OUT OF THE BARRIO
Toward a New Politics of Hispanic
Assimilation
LINDA CHAVEZ
$12.00
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The Moral
Commonwealth
Social Theory and the Promise
of Community
Philip Selznick
"This masterful result of a life-long
study of social sciences, social philoso-
phy, and ethics yields a book no stu-
dent of our social or moral foundation,
condition, and hence future can afford
to miss." —Amitai Etzioni,

author of The Moral Dimension
A Centennial Book $40.00 cloth

Reconcilable
Differences?
Congress, the Budget Process,
and the Deficit
John B. Gilmour
"No other book on budget politics
handles the developments of the 1980s
with the clarity of this well-crafted vol-
ume. . . . This book will find a place in
the library of every student of Ameri-
can politics."

—Congress & the Presidency
$35.00 cloth, $14.00 paper

Peasants and King
in Burgundy
Agrarian Foundations of
French Absolutism
Hilton L. Root
New in paper—"The author's argu-
ments are clearly crafted and convinc-
ing. . . . Should be read by all those
interested in rural political behavior."

—Peasant Studies
California Series on Social Choice and
Political Economy $14.00 paper

Politics, Death,
and the Devil
Self and Power in Max Weber
and Thomas Mann
Harvey Goldman
This sequel to Goldman's well-received
Max Weber and Thomas Mann contin-
ues his rich exploration of the political
and cultural critiques embodied in the
more mature writings of these two
authors.
$35.00 cloth

From Politics, Death, and the Devil

At bookstores or order toll-free
1-800-822-6657.

Fifteen Jugglers,
Five Believers
literary Politics and the Poetics
of American Social Movements
T.V.Reed
"Will be welcomed with exhilaration.
. . . No one thinking about the complex
relations between aesthetics and poli-
tics will be able to ignore it."

—Bruce Robbins, editor of Intellec-
tuals: Aesthetics, Politics, Academics

The New Historicism: Studies in
Cultural Poetics
$32.00 cloth, $16.00 paper, illustrated

From Fascism to
Libertarian
Communism
Georges Valois against
the Third Republic
Allen Douglas
This is the first study to take Georges
Valois's entire life and work as its focus,
explaining how certain basic assump-
tions and patterns of thought took
form in strikingly different ideological
options.
$40.00 cloth

Past Imperfect
French Intellectuals, 1944-1956
Tony Judt
The uniquely prominent role ofFrench
intellectuals in European cultural and
political life following World War II is
the focus of Judt's newest book.
$30.00 cloth
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Life Is Hard
Machismo, Danger, and the
Intimacy of Power in Nicaragua
Roger N. Lancaster
"This large, poetic, powerfully evoca-
tive book is about the terrible intimacy
of power. . . which emerges as the soft
underbelly of the Sandinista revolu-
tion." —Nancy Scheper-Hughes,

author of Death Without Weeping
$25.00 cloth

From Life is Hard

Fear at the Edge
State Terror and Resistance in
Latin America
Edited by Juan E. Corradi,
Patricia Weiss Fagen, and
Manuel Antonio Garreton
"Very seldom does a collected volume
achieve the academic quality and inter-
nal coherence that one sees in this case.
It is a major contribution to compara-
tive research on post-authoritarian situ-
ations." —Carlos Waisman,

U.C., San Diego
$45.00 cloth, $14.00 paper

Chen Village under
Mao and Deng
Expanded and Updated Edition
Anita Chan, Richard Madsen,
and Jonathan Unger
This enthralling account of a Chinese
village in the throes of the Maoist
revolution, has been brought up to
date. "[Depicts] in rich detail the
background against which reforms are
being carried out."—New York Times
$40.00 cloth, $15.00 paper, illustrated

Labor and
Imperial Democracy
in Prewar Japan
Andrew Gordon
New in paper—"Ambitious and pro-
vocative A daring and extraordinar-
ily suggestive study; it is also backed by
copious statistics and is evocatively il-
lustrated."—Monumenta Nipponica
Twentieth Century Japan: The
Emergence of a World Power
1991 John K. Fairbank Prize, AHA
$15.00 paper, illustrated

Losing Face
Status Politics in Japan
Susan Pharr
New in paper—"An excellent illustra-
tion of cross-cultural analysis in which
Western theory illumines Japanese ex-
perience, and the example of Japan, in
turn, provides a helpful dimension to
the study of conflict in advanced, in-
dustrialized societies."

—Journal of Asian Studies
A Philip E. Lilienthal Book
$13.00 paper

The Rise of a
Party-State in
Kenya
From "Harambee!" to "Nyayo!"
Jennifer A. Widner
Widner charts the transformation of
the Kenya African National Union
(KANU) from a weak, loosely orga-
nized political party under Jomo
Kenyatta into an arm of the president's
office, with "watchdog" youth wings
and strong surveillance and control
functions, under Daniel arap Moi..
$45.00 cloth

Protecting
Motherhood
Women and the Family in the
Politics of Postwar West Germany
Robert G. Moeller
"All future texts on modern Germany
will have to take on board the findings
of this major study."

—Volker Berghahn, author of
Modern Germany

Moeller uses social policy as a lens to
focus on society's conceptions of gen-
der difference and "woman's place."
$42.00 cloth, illustrated

At bookstores or order toll-free
1-800-822-6657.
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New from Oxford
THE OXFORD COMPANION TO THE
SUPREME COURT
Edited by KERMIT L. HALL, with JAMES W. ELY, Jr.,
JOEL B. GROSSMAN, and WILLIAM M. WIECEK
"A wonderfully eclectic and
amazingly up-to-date compen-
dium that anyone interested in
the US Supreme Court and the
Constitution ought to own. It
leaves no stone unturned"
—Laurence H. Tribe, Harvard
Law School. "Sure to become
the standard in the field.... A
must-have collection for any
serious student of the Court"
—Library Journal.
$45.00, 1,032 pp.

QUELLING THE PEOPLE
The Military Suppression of the Beijing
Democracy Movement
TIMOTHY BROOK
"Eyewitness reports, hospital records, and student documents
buttress this authoritative study of the birth, development,
and sudden death of the 1989 Democracy movement in
China"—Publishers Weekly.
$24.95, 304 pp.

LINCOLN, THE WAR PRESIDENT
Edited by GABOR BORITT
"Seven sterling essays that assess the nature of Lincoln's
leadership as commander in chief. Written by an impressive

constellation of historians,
including five Pulitzer
winners"—Kirkus Reviews.
The contributors are James
M. McPherson, Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., David Brion
Davis, Robert Bruce, Carl
Degler, Kenneth Stampp,
and Gabor Boritt.
$23.00, 272 pp.

SOVIET POLITICS 1917-1991
MARY McAlLEY
Here is a brief history of Soviet politics from the October
Revolution to the emergence of the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States.
$18.00, 160 pp.

THE RISE OF PUBLIC WOMAN
Woman's Power and Woman's Place in the
United States, 1630-1970
GLENNA MATTHEWS
"An extremely worthwhile study which makes a long overdue
contribution to our heretofore slim knowledge of...women's
growing participation in US public life"—Ruth Mandel, Center
for American Women and Politics.
$25.00, 328 pp.

DIRTY POLITICS
Deception, Distraction, and Democracy
KATHLEEN HALL JAMIESON
"Must-reading for those who want to be part of an informed
electorate"—Houston Chronicle. "An illuminating primer
about the dangerously subtle distortions of video politics"
—Philadelphia Inquirer.
$25.00, 335 pp.

DEMOCRACY
The Unfinished Journey, 508 BC to AD 1993
Edited by JOHN DUNN
Twelve scholars trace the evolution of democracy from ancient
Greece, through Italian city-states, English Levellers, the
American and French Revolutions, to its recent rebirth in
Eastern Europe.
$30.00, 300 pp.

THE ISLAMIC THREAT
Myth or Reality?
JOHN L. ESPOSITO
"A subtle book on the relation
between Islam and political
power. Judicious, careful,
and written with verve and
conviction"—Fouad Ajami. "A
brilliant tour de force by
America's leading scholar of
Islamic politics"—John P.
Entelis.
$22.00, 243 pp.

At better bookstores. To charge, call 1-800-451-7556 (M-F, 9-5 EST)
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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New Books from

BUREAUCRACIES, PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION, AM)

PUBLIC POLICY
Series Kditor: Kenneth ,|. Meier

Ethics and Public Administration
Edited hv H. Ccoriii' Frederirksun
4-096-? i45.(IO/PdpLi 4-1197-1 $io mi

Women and Men of the States
Public Administrators at
the State Level
Edited b\ Mur\ E. Gin
4-051 -"1 $42.50 i-Pupcr 4-H52-1 SI7.5U

The Politics of Telecommunications
Regulation: The States and
the Divestiture of AT&T
Jeffrey E. Cohen
4-050-5 $42.50

The Dynamics of Conflict
between Bureaucrats
and Legislators
Cathy Marie Johnson
4-015-7 $42.50

The Politics of Dissatisfaction
Citizens, Services, and
Urban Institutions
William E. Lyons, David Loweiy.
and Ruth Hoogland DeHoog
2-898-1 $42.50

The State of Public Bureaucracy
Edited bv Larry B. Hill
4-007-6 $42.50 / Paper 4-008-4 $ 16.50

Health Policy Reform in America
Innovations from the States
Edited by Howard M. Leichter
Experts discuss state innovations in
dealing with the major problems facing
the U.S. health delivery system—costs,
access, and quality.
4-053-X $42.50 / Paper 4-054-8 $16.50

The Vietnam War : Vietnamese
and American Perspectives
Edited by Jayne Werner and
Luu Doan Huynh
Leading Vietnam scholars from the
West and prominent Vietnamese Com-
munists reflect on the Vietnam War. In-
cludes an eye-opening account of Tet
by a Viet Cong general.
4-057-2 $49.90

AMERICAN POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS AND

PUBLIC POLICY
Series Editor: Stephen J. Wavne

Victory
How a Progressive Democratic
Part} Can Win and Govern
Arthur Sandi'rs
4-0X7-4 U2.50 • Paper 4-IWX-2 SI4.95

The Politics of Justice
The Attorney General and the
Making of Î egaJ Policy
Ciirncll W. Clavton
4-018-1 $45.00/Pdpor 4-01Q-X S1S.00

Living without a Constitution
Civil Rights in Israel
Daphna Sharfman
Covering the history of Israel since
its birth, this comprehensive dis-
cussion is the first to focus on the
historical, ideological, and political
determinants of the civil rights issue
within Israel. Exclusive interviews
with prominent national policy makers.
4-145-5 $24.90

The 1992 Project and the Future
of Integration in Europe
Edited by Dale L. Smith and
James Lee Ray
Provides evaluations and estimates of
the future of the integration process
and of the EC itself by leading spe-
cialists in international relations and
comparative politics.
4-022-X $45.00

Welfare Trends in the
Scandinavian Countries
Edited by Erik J or gen Hansen,
Stein Ringen, Hanmi Uusitalo, and
Robert Erikson
Written by leading Scandinavian
scholars, this book discusses impor-
tant aspects of the development of the
welfare state since the mid 1970s.
2-844-2 $50.00

COMPARATIVE
POLITICS

Series Editor: Gregory S. Mahler
This new series focuses on a wide
range of political institutions and politi-
cal behaviors, studies that are compara-
tive in the broadest sense of the term.

Power and Ritual in the
Israel Labor Party
A Study in Political Anthropology
Wvron J. Aronoff
4-'lO5-6 S47.5O / Paper 4-106-4 $18.00

Forthcoming titles—

the Religious
I-actor in \ i m r k a n Politics
David C. Leege andLyman A. Kellstedt
The authors and collaborators argue,
contrary to previous findings, that religious
worldviews are still insinuated in Ameri-
can political institutions and religious
institutions are still points of reference.
March '93 4-133-1 $47.50

The Logic of Conflict: Making War
and Peace in the Middle East
Steven Greffenius
Rooted in "the logic of inquiry," this
work draws from Middle Eastern expe-
rience to argue that a proper under-
standing of international conflict
requires explanations that comprehend
and integrate many arenas of activity.
April '93 4-073-4 $47.50

The Quest for Security in the
Caribbean: Problems and Promises
in Subordinate States
Ivelaw Lloyd Griffith
This first comprehensive work on secu-
rity in the English-speaking Caribbean
offers a wealth of information about
the history, politics, economics, and
geography of the entire region.
April '93 4-089-0 $42.50

East Asian Security in the
Post-Cold War Era
Edited by Sheldon W. Simon
The distinguished contributors, in
addition to Professor Simon, are Paul
Godwin, Paul Marantz. Edward Olsen,
Robert Scalapino, Donald Weatherbee,
William Tow, William Turley, and
Donald Zagoria.
April'93 4-058-0 $45.00

To order call toll free 800-541-6563 or fax 914-273-2106 Dept. 224APSR • American Express, MasterCard, and VISA

80 Business Park Drive, Arinonk/ New York 10504
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For the Best in Political Science
Merchant Capital and the Roots of
State Power in Senegal: 1930-1985
Catherine Boone
In most post-colonial regimes in sub-Saharan Africa,
state power has been used to structure economic pro-
duction in ways that have tended to produce economic
stagnation rather than growth. In this book, Catherine
Boone examines the ways in which the exercise of state
power has inhibited economic growth, focusing on the
case of Senegal.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
41078-9 Hardcover $59.95

Social Choice
A Framework for Collective Decisions and
Individual Judgements
John Craven
This textbook provides a survey of the literature of
social choice. It integrates the ethical aspects of the
subject (discussing potentially desirable conditions for
social judgments), with positive aspects of decision
mechanisms that center on the revelation of true pref-
erences. The book draws together the work of a great
many papers in a common notation, pointing out inter-
relations that are often missing in specialist papers.
32536-6 Hardcover $49.95/31051-2 Paper $15.95

Banning Chemical Weapons
The Scientific Background
Hugh D. Crone
Banning Chemical Weapons provides a readable and
brief outline of chemical warfare; its origin and the
offensive and defensive aspects. The aim of this vol-
ume is to give technical information to people inter-
ested in the wider aspects of disarmament, by showing
how this technical material must be used in negotia-
tions to achieve a worldwide and enforceable ban on
chemical weapons. While not a textbook, this volume
provides accessible technical background to the issue
of chemical disarmament.
41699-X Hardcover $39.95/42711-8 Paper $12.95

Revolution in Russia
Reassessments of 1917
Edith Rogovin Frankel, Jonathan Frankel
and Baruch Knei-Paz, Editors
In this volume, published in the 75th anniversary year,
eighteen leading specialists from different generations,
countries and schools of thought re-examine the key
issues and events of 1917.
Contributors:/owart>aw Frankel, Israel Getzler, DonaldJ.
Raleigh, Rex A. Wade, Allan Wildtnan, John Channon,
Diane Koenker, William Rosenberg, David Mandel,
Ziva Galiliy Garcia, Ronald G. Suny, Stephen F.Jones,
Ingeborg Fleischhauer, Neil Harding, Robert Service, John
Keep, D. A. Longley, Edward Acton, Baruch Knei-Paz.
40523-8 Hardcover $59.95/40585-8 Paper $18.95

Minority Representation and
the Quest for Voting Equality
Bernard Grofman, Lisa Handleyand
Richard G. Niemi
"This is the best single book on contemporary voting
rights law. It combines a comprehensive survey with a
balanced discussion of unsettled issues. Its technical
discussions are both thorough and accessible. Scholars,
litigators, and judges will all benefit from its insights."

—Pamelas. Karlan, University of Virginia
This book is the most up-to-date treatment of voting
rights law and the numerous controversies surrounding
minority representation.
39128-8 Hardcover $34.95

Health Politics
Interests and Institutions in Western Europe
Ellen M. Immergut
Ellen Immergut analyzes comparatively the politics of
national health insurance in Sweden, France and Switz-
erland—three countries where the same legislative
proposals have been considered but where the policy
results vary widely.
41335-4 Hardcover $49.95

Institutions and Social Conflict
Jack Knight
Many of the fundamental questions in social science
entail an examination of the role played by social insti-
tutions. Why do we have so many social institutions?
Why do they take one form in one society and quite
different ones in others? In what ways do these institu-
tions originally develop? And when and why do they
change. Institutions and Social Conflict addresses
these questions.
Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions
42052-0 Hardcover $54.95/42189-6 Paper $16.95

From Union to Commonwealth:
Nationalism and Separatism in
the Soviet Republics
Gail Lapidus and Victor Zaslavsky, Editors
With Philip Goldman
The collapse of the Soviet Union and the emergence of
fifteen independent states on its former territory is one
of the most momentous developments of the twentieth
century. In From Union to Commonwealth, five lead-
ing international scholars—Leokadia Drobizheva and
Galina Starovoiteva from Russia, and Gail Lapidus,
Ronald Suny and Victor Zaslavsky from North America
—team up to examine the forces that lay behind the
rise of national movements which challenged, then
destroyed, the stability and territorial integrity of the
former Soviet state.
Cambridge Soviet Paperbacks 6
41706-6 Hardcover $39.95/42716-9 Paper $12.95
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Turn to Cambridge
Contending with Hitler
Varieties of German Resistance in the Third Reich
David Clay Large, Editor
Contending with Hitler is a distillation of recent schol-
arship on Germany's domestic resistance to the Nazi
dictatorship. Consisting of twelve original essays, it sets
forth the issues that specialists and laymen alike must
keep in mind as they try to understand the nature and
significance of this complex problem.
Contributors: David Clay Large, Willy Brandt, Theodore
Ellenoff, Fritz Stern, Martin Broszat, DetlevJ. K. Peukert,
Claudia Koonz, Konrad Kwiet, Michael Kruger-Charle,
Peter Steinbach, Thomas Childers, Peter Hoffmann,
Klemens von Klemperer, Charles Maier, Hans Mommsen
Publications of the German Historical Institute,
Washington, D.C.
41459-8 Hardcover $34.95

Presidents and Assemblies
Constitutional Design and Electoral Dynamics
Matthew Soberg Shugart and
John M. Carey
In this book, the authors systematically assess the
strengths and weaknesses of various forms of presiden-
tial systems, drawing on recent developments in the
theoretical literature about institutional design and
electoral rules. They also demonstrate that electoral
rules are critically important in determining how
authority can be exercised within these systems,
describing the range of electoral rules that can be
instituted and the effects they have on the shape of
party systems.
41962-X Hardcover $54.95/42990-0 Paper $16.95

The United States as a
Developing Country
Studies in U.S. History in the Progressive Era and
the 1920's
Martin J. Sklar
These seven essays are primarily concerned with the
U.S. as a developing country in the early twentieth
century, undergoing stages of development from com-
petitive capitalism to corporate capitalism, and from
industrial to "postindustrial" society.
40060-0 Hardcover $49.95/40922-5 Paper $14.95

Structuring Politics
Historical Institutionalism in Comparative Analysis
Sven Steinmo, Kathleen Thelen and
Frank Longstreth, Editors
This volume brings together original essays by scholars
working on a diverse range of empirical issues, but
whose work is in each case informed by a "historical
institutional" approach to the study of politics.
Contributors: Colleen A. Dunlavy, Frank Longstreth, Peter
A. Hall, VictoriaHattam, EllenImmergut, Desmonds.
King, Bo Rothstein, Sven Steinmo, Katherine Thelen,
Margaret Weir
41780-5 Hardcover $54.95/42830-0 Paper $18.95

Four new titles in the series Cambridge Texts
in the History of Political Thought
Harrington:
The Commonwealth of Oceans
and A System of Politics
James Harrington
J.G.A. Pocock, Editor
James Harrington's brief career as a political and his-
torical theorist spans the last years of the Cromwel-
lian Protectorate and the Restoration of 1660. This
volume comprises the first and last of Harrington's
writings.
41189-0 Hardcover $54.95/42329-5 Paper $17.95

Bodin: On Sovereignty
Jean Bodin
Julian H. Franklin, Editor
This volume contains the essential points of Jean
Bodin's theory of sovereignty, a landmark in legal
theory and royalist ideology. The four chapters
presented form the core of Bodin's classic work,
Six Litres de la Republique.
34206-6 Hardcover $49.95 / 34992-3 Paper $15.95

Malthus: An Essay on the
Principle of Population
T. R. Malthus
Donald Winch, Editor
This book provides a student audience with the best
scholarly edition of Malthus' Essay on Population.
Written in 1798 as a polite attack on post-French
revolutionary speculations on the theme of social
and human perfectibility, it remains one of the most
powerful statements of the limits to human hopes
set by the tension between population growth and
natural resources.
41954-9 Hardcover $39.95/42972-2 Paper $11.95

Diderot: Political Writings
Denis Diderot
Robert Wokler and John Hope Mason,
Editors
This volume presents a selection of the political
writings of one of the most significant figures of
the French enlightenment. It contains the most
important articles that Diderot contributed to the
Encyclopedic, of which he was principal editor.
36044-7 Hardcover$49.95/36911-8 Paper$15.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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ir= Oxford = = = = =
Green Globe Yearbook 1992
Edited by HELGE OLE BERGESEN, Fridtjof
Nansen Institute, MAGNAR NORDERHAUG,
Nordic Branch ofWorldwatch Institute, and
GEORG PARMANN, Scandinavian
University Press
This work examines the international politics of envi-
ronmental management. It shows the accomplishments
of the international community in solving specific envi-
ronmental and developmental issues, the main obsta-
cles to effective international solutions, and suggestions
for future attempts to overcome these problems.
1992 304 pp.; 58 illus. $45.00

Revolutionary Sparks
Freedom of Expression in Modern America
MARGARET A. BLANCHARD, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill
A broad-gauged discussion of freedom of expression in
America, this book begins by studying the period after
the Civil War and Reconstruction when new and unset-
tling ideas appeared with great regularity on the
American scene.
1992 592 pp. $49.95

The Politics of National Security
Congress and U.S. Defense Policy
BARRY M. BLECHMAN, Defense Forecasts Inc.;
Henry L. Stimson Center, Washington, D.C.;
with the Assistance of W. PHILIP ELLIS
"This is a well-organized, comprehensive, and very
readable account of how and why Congress has
seized—and more importantly retained—much of the
high ground in the creation of defense policy....
Compared to other books in this genre, this is a gem."
—Political Science Quarterly
1990 (paper 1992) 272 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $29.95

Courts, Corrections, and the
Constitution
The Impact of Judicial Intervention on
Prisons and Jails
Edited by JOHN J. DiIULIO, JR.,
Princeton University
"This collection of research articles is so interesting and
well written that citizens who are aware of the serious-
ness of prison problems in our society today will find it
an up-to-date and objective contribution to their exist-
ing knowledge."—Perspectives on Political Science
1990 (paper 1992) 352 pp. paper $16.95 cloth $38.00

Creation and Abortion
A Study in Moral and Legal Philosophy
F.M. KAMM, New York University
"Kamm is probably the most sophisticated deontologist
writing on normative issues today....A major contribu-
tion to the literature."—Shelly Kagan, University of
Illinois at Chicago
1992 240 pp.; 4 illus. paper $11.95 cloth $29.95

Winner of the APSA's 1991 Victoria Schuck Award as one of
the best books published on women and politics in 1990
Sex, Gender, and the Politics
of ERA
A State and the Nation
DONALD G. MATHEWS, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, and JANE S. DE HART,
University of California, Santa Barbara
"This study is interesting because Mathews and De Hart
use the failure of the ERA to examine weaknesses in the
liberal democratic conception of equality and in the qual-
ity of public discourse in a liberal democratic society."
—Signs
1990 (paper 1992) 304 pp.; 18 halftones, 1 map
paper $14.95 cloth $24.95

The Great Reform Bill in the
Boroughs
English Electoral Behaviour, 1818-1841
JOHN A. PHILLIPS, University of California,
Riverside
Phillips's new analysis, grounded on detailed research in
a number of provincial boroughs, explores the nature of
parliamentary representation in the pre-Reform era and
assesses the effects of the 1832 Act.
1992 352 pp. $69.00

The United States and the
State of Israel
DAVID SCHOENBAUM, University of Iowa
This book is a history of one of the most remarkable
liaisons in international experience, a portrait of the spe-
cial relationship between the last remaining superpower
and the tiny Jewish state between the Jordan and the
Mediterranean, and a study of how that relationship
grew and works.
January 1993 432 pp. $35.00

Land and Power
The Zionist Resort to Force, 1881-1948
ANITA SHAPIRA, Tel-Aviv University
Translated by WILLIAM TEMPLER
Shapira traces the Zionist movement's change from its
early mission of peaceful settlement in Palestine to the
incorporation of the use of force as a legitimate tool for
realizing the idea of Jewish national sovereignty there.
(Studies in Jewish History)
1992 464 pp. $59.00

Neopatriarchy
A Theory of Distorted Change in
Arab Society
HISHAM SHARABI, Georgetown University
"An important statement about Arab society and politics
that is required reading for anyone concerned with
grasping the overall character of Arab politics and soci-
ety....An original, fascinating, opinionated (a positive
term), provocative and perceptive book....[R]ich in con-
cepts, theses and theories that deserves careful study and
thoughtful response."—American-Arab Affairs
1988 (paper 1992) 224 pp. paper $13.95 cloth $29.95

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the U.S. To order, send check or money order to:
Social Sciences Marketing, Dept. PK. To order by phone using major credit cards please call 800-451-7556

Oxford University Press
= ^ = ^ 200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016 —
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The Bill of Rights
in the Modern State
Edited by
Geoffrey R. Stone,
Richard A. Epstein,
and Cass R. Sunstein
These essays, written by fifteen of
the most prominent constitutional
scholars in the country, represent
the full range of views and interpre-
tations of what the first ten amend-
ments to the U. S. Constitution
mean today as guarantors of
individual rights.

Paper $19.95 608 pages
Library cloth edition $55.00

Now in Paper

The Constitution
in the Supreme
Court
The First Hundred Years,
1789-1888

David P. Currie
Paper $24.95 518 pages
Winner of the Benchmark Book Award
Winner of the Supreme Court Historical
Society Triennial Book Prize

Fundamentalisms
and Society
Reclaiming the Sciences,
the Family, and Education

Edited by Martin E. Marty
and R. Scott Appleby
The contributors to this volume
cover topics such as the educa-
tional structures of Hindu revival-
ism, women in fundamentalist Iran
and Pakistan, and the creationist
cosmos of Protestant fundamental-
ism. In a concluding essay, William
H. McNeill situates contemporary
fundamentalisms within a world
historical context.

Cloth $45.00 608 pages
The Fundamentalism Project, Volume 2

Fundamentalisms
and the State
Remaking Polities,
Militance, and Economies

Edited by Martin E. Marty
and R. Scott Appleby
This volume considers the effect
that antisecular religious move-
ments have had over the past
twenty-five years on national
economies, political parties, consti-
tutional issues, and international
relations on five continents and
within the traditions of Islam,
Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism,
Hinduism, and Sikhism.

Cloth $45.00 688 pages
The Fundamentalism Project, Volume 3

Chicago

The Church and the Left
Adam Michnik
Edited, translated, and with an Introduction by David Ost

Years in advance of the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe,
Poland underwent one of the most radical and painful social and
political upheavals of our century. In The Church and the Left,
Michnik gives full expression to the ideas that have shaped
the drama of Poland and of our time.

"Michnik is one of those who bring honor to the last two decades
of the twentieth century."—Nobel laureate Czeslaw Milosz
Cloth $24.95 320 pages

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 SOUTH ELLIS AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60637
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The Politics of Truth
FROM MARX TO FOUCAULT

Michele Barrett
In this book, about the dramatic eclipse of one of
Marxism's major theoretical and political weapons, the
theory of ideology, the author shows how the problems
of ideology are symptomatic of the difficulties now
besetting die Marxist tradition of thought. 208 pp.
Cloth, $37.50; paper, $12.95

Arms Control by Committee
MANAGING NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE RUSSIANS

George Bunn
Written by a participant in many of the negotiations, this
book is essentially a series of case studies of U.S.-Soviet
nuclear arms control negotiations. It also looks to the
future: What changes will occur in the arms control
process given the end of the Cold War? 360 pp. $39.50

Social Order and Political Change
CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENTS

AMONG THE CHEROKEE, THE CHOCTAW, THE

CHICKASAW, AND THE CREEK

Duane Champagne
This book analyzes the conditions in which democratic
governments are formed and become stable through
examining in detail the history of four American Indian
societies, in the process documenting a general theory of
politics and constitutional government. 368 pp. $45.00

Ronald Dworkin
Stephen Guest
A lucid and comprehensive introduction to, and critical
assessment of, Dworkin's seminal contributions to legal
and political philosophy, this book aims to make his
theories clear and accessible and to give a sympathetic
yet rigorously argued overall picture of his thinking.
320 pp. Cloth, $42.50; paper, $14.95

Democratic Values and
Technological Choices
Stuart Hill
The author develops and tests (in the controversy over
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant) a model of
citizen assessment that directly challenges current
methods of policy analysis and public participation in
making decisions on complex technologies such as dams
and nuclear power plants. 300 pp. $37.50

Letting the People Decide
THE DYNAMICS OF A CANADIAN ELECTION

Richard Johnston, Andre Blais,
Henry Brady, and Jean Crete
This innovative study explores the dynamics of political
campaigns in general by attempting to make sense of
the specific events of the 1988 Canadian election
campaign. It covers such topics as issues, strategy,
speeches, debates, polls, advertising, and national and
electoral history. 288 pp. Cloth, $37.50; paper, $12.95

The Politics of Trade in
Latin American Development
Steven E. Sanderson
A unique attempt to integrate material from the
literatures of international trade, development, regional
economic history, and resource management to describe
the historical differences between Latin American nations
and the industrialized world on the virtues of free trade.
368 pp. Cloth, $45.00; paper, $16.95

U.S.-MEXICO RELATIONS SERIES

U.S.-Mexico Relations
LABOR MARKET INTERDEPENDENCE

Edited by Jorge A. Bustamante, Clark W.
Reynolds, and Raul A. Hinojosa Ojeda
The papers in this volume, the product of extensive
collaboration between Mexican and U.S. scholars,
describe the structures of labor markets in the United
States and Mexico, the framework of U.S. immigration
policy, and the probable future evolution of both.
368 pp. $52.50

The Dynamics of North American
Trade and Investment
CANADA, MEXICO, AND THE UNITED STATES

Edited by Clark W. Reynolds, Leonard
Waverman and Gerardo Bueno
North American trade and economic relations are
changing faster than anyone could have predicted even
a few years ago. This wide-ranging book by scholars
and policymakers from each of the three countries
involved uses, for the first time, a trinational perspective
to address the issues and problems posed by these
changes, notably in regard to North American
economic integration. 300 pp. $42.50

S T A N F O R D U N I V E R S I T Y PRESS
Stanford, CA 94305-2235
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The Dynamics of Ethnic
Competition and Conflict
Susan Olzak
Focusing on the period 1877-1914, this book puts
forward and tests a new theory of ethnic conflict that
sees competition by different ethnic groups for scarce
jobs and other resources as the cause of higher rates of
racial conflict and violence in late 19th- and early 20th-
century American cities.
272 pp. $32.50

Shanghai on Strike
THE POLITICS OF CHINESE LABOR

Elizabeth J. Perry
Placing Chinese workers in comparative and theoretical
perspective, the author explores the political proclivities
of labor in 20th-century Shanghai and argues that
fragmentation can actually empower, rather than
incapacitate, the working class. 550 pp. $49.50

The Political Economy of Japan
VOLUME 3 : CULTURAL AND SOCIAL DYNAMICS

Edited by Shumpei Kumon and Henry Rosovsky
This is the third and final volume of a series that
constitutes a state-of-the-art analysis of Japan's
phenomenal economic rise, its society, and its place in
contemporary world affairs. Previous volumes treated
The Domestic Transformation and The Changing
International Context.
360 pp. Cloth, $49.50; paper, $17.95

Technology and
the Wealth of Nations
Edited by Nathan Rosenberg,
Ralph Landau,
and David C. Mowery
Most discussions of U.S. economic competitiveness
focus on the creation of new technologies, but the
abundant evidence presented in this book indicates that
the key factors underpinning U.S. competitive weakness
are concerned with the commercialization of
technology. 400 pp. Cloth, $49.50; paper, $16.95

Bad Medicine
THE PRESCRIPTION DRUG INDUSTRY IN

THE THIRD WORLD

Milton Silverman, Mia Lydecker,
and Philip R. Lee
The authors show in great detail how local drug firms
in the Third World have taken advantage of loose
regulatory practices and unscrupulous behavior on the
part of regional and national health care professionals
to promote the sale of dangerous or worthless drugs.
360 pp. $29.95

Now IN PAPER

Authoritarianism and
the Crisis of the
Argentine Political Economy
William C. Smith
This study of Argentina over the past 25 years
confronts two questions: Why has Argentina,
one of Latin America's wealthiest and most
developed nations, failed so tragically to
reconcile economic modernization and liberal
democracy? Why have authoritarian regimes
failed even more spectacularly than those
led by civilians?
416 pp. Cloth, $47.50; paper, $16.95

Assessing the President
THE MEDIA, ELITE OPINION,

AND PUBLIC SUPPORT

Richard A. Brody
The author presents a model of information
processing that ties public support to indica-
tions of policy success or failure brought to the
attention of the public through daily news
reporting by the media.
208 pp. Cloth, $29.50; paper, $10.95

S T A N F O R D U N I V E R S I T Y PRESS
Stanford, CA 94305-2235
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THE INDUSTRIAL
DIVIDE

IX MA.LABMA

GENDER IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Feminist Perspectives on Achieving Global Security

/. Ann Tickner
Demonstrating how a feminist perspective on interna-
tional relations changes and expands our view of the
global system, Tickner examines gender differences in
the political, military, economic and ecological arenas.

192 pp., $30.00

DEMOCRACY AND FOREIGN POLICY
The Fallacy of Political Realism

Miroslav Nincic
Is liberal democracy incompatible with a wise and
effective foreign policy? Nincic proves that if so, then
professional statesmen, not the public and its legislative
representatives, spur on these incompatibilities. He also
explores U.S. foreign policy consequences on some
central aspects of our democracy.

200 pp., $37.50

FOREIGN MILITARY INTERVENTION
The Dynamics of Protracted Conflict

Edited by Ariel E. Levite,
Bruce W. Jentelson, and Larry Berman

Whenever one country invades another, it does so
based on one assumption: strong nation-states may
militarily force a favorable political order on weaker
ones. Here, international scholars examine the issue,
identifying emerging patterns, timing, strategies,
motivations, and justifications.

352 pp., $32.50

CROSSING THE INDUSTRIAL DIVIDE
State, Society, and the Politics
of Economic Transformation in Malaysia

Alasdair Bowie
"Clearly written, well-researched and argued, and a
model of the political economy in analyzing a Third
World country, Bowie's work provides strong argu-
ments for an analytical approach that relates to
economic and social realities rather than using an
ideological approach to force the analysis to fit."

—CHOICE
222 pp., $42.00

THE COLD WAR AND AMERICAN SCIENCE
The Military-Industrial-Academic
Complex at MIT and Stanford

Stuart W. Leslie
This cautionary tale about the militarization of science
at the expense of research in the civilian sector uses MIT
and Stanford as examples to show how the American
post-World War II military, technological, and academic
alliance redefined and degraded both American science
and the American university.

Jan., 335 pp., $42.00

THE POST-SOVIET NATIONS
Perspectives on the Demise of the U.S.S.R.

Edited by Alexander J. Motyl
"Not only an important historical perspective
on the disintegration of the Soviet Union, but also
an illuminating insight into the likely prospect of
the former empire."

—Zbigniew Brzezinski
336 pp., $34.50

THE SOCIAL ORIGINS OF
EGYPTIAN EXPANSIONISM
During the Muhammad 'AH Period

Fred H. Lawson
Why do countries capture and occupy lands beyond
their own borders? Focusing on Muhammad 'Ali Pasha
and Egyptian expansionism after 1810, Lawson contends
that domestic political conflicts directly determine foreign
policy—not, as widely believed, the temperament of the
leaders. The result is a groundwork for the study of

expansionism.
215 pp., $40.00

DYNAMICS OF REGIONAL POLITICS
Four Systems on the Indian Ocean Rim

Edited by W. Howard Wriggins
with F. Gregory Gause III,
Terrence P. Lyons, and Evelyn Colbert

How did the end of the Cold War affect the Horn of
Africa, the Persian/ Arabian Gulf, the South Asian
subcontinent, and Southeast Asia? Looking at these
geographical subsystems individually, this work
explores international conflict and cooperation patterns
while testing hypotheses about international alignment
and conflict.

352 pp.,$40.00
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r THE RIGHT TO DIE
Policy Innovation and Its Consequences

Henry R. Glick
* Glick probes the "right to die" movement—its construc-

tion, numerous components, and significance.

"A most thorough and erudite book giving the deep
background on the right to die for the many scholars
who are tackling this controversial subject."

—Derek Humphry, founder of the Hemlock Society,
, author of FINAL EXIT

238 pp., $32.50

I STILL THE GOLDEN DOOR
f The Third World Comes to America

Second Edition
David M. Reimers

I Extensive revisions of the brilliant first edition on
immigration and ethnic history include a discussion of

• undocumented immigration and the Simpson-Rodino
Bill, a thorough exploration of the key events of the last
five years, and highlights of the new wave of East
European immigrants.

368 pp., $50.00 clofh, $14.50 papar

CLASS, POLITICS, AND IDEOLOGY
IN THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION

Mansoor Moaddel
One cannot understand the Iranian Revolution
without examining class politics, state action, religion,
and the ideological relationship between them all, says
Moaddel. His analysis traces the disputes from Shi'i
revolutionary discourse to what he defines as a Third
World version of fascism in the post-revolutionary order.

33ft pp., $37.50

Emerging Issues in Biomedicd Policy
An Annual Review

VOLUME II: DEBATES OVER MEDICAL
AUTHORITY AND CHALLENGES IN
BIOMEDICAL EXPERIMENTATION

Edited by Robert H. Blank
and Andrea L. Bonnicksen

Focuses on two crucial issues in biomedical policy:
treatment of fatal illness with life-extending technologies
and policy-making regarding medical experimentation.
As in the first volume, close attention is paid to the
importance of technological advances in shaping the
debates of policy.

288 pp., $45.00
The series is available through our Standing Order Program.
Call for details.

TWENTIETH CENTURY RUMANIA
Second Edition

Stephen Fischer-Galati
To what extent is contemporary Rumania a product of its
history and evolution in the twentieth century? Fischer-
Galati addresses this as he evaluates the issues Rumania
faces in the post-communist era as a member of the
European community and as a modern democratic state.

346 pp., (63.00 cloth, $16.50 papar

POWER AND LEADERSHIP IN
INTERNATIONAL BARGAINING
The Path to the Camp David Accords

Shibley Telhami
"Demonstrates how a thoughtful application of
international relations and formal bargaining
theory can be used to reinterpret Middle Eastern
processes."
—INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MIDDLE EAST STUDIES

280 pp., $ 18.50 Naw paparfcackl

CONSTITUTIONALISM,
DEMOCRACY, AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Louis Henkin
"States strongly and with impressive scholarship
what too few have said about the dangers of a new
imperial Presidency."

—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
125 pp., $12 .95 N«w paparbackl

POLITICAL CRISIS/FISCAL CRISIS
The Collapse and Revival of New York City

Martin Shefter
WINNER: APSA'S BEST BOOK ON URBAN POLICY

"[Shefters1] analysis of past crises presents an
opportunity to better understand if not be prepared
for crises to come."

—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

A new preface updates this edition.
2 7 0 pp. $13.50 Naw paparbmkl
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Dept. S79,136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533

To order, call or fax. Credit cards accepted.

Tel: (800) 944-UNIV • Fax: (800) 944-1844
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THE POWER OF POLITICS,
THE POLITICS OF POWER

IDEOLOGUES AND
PRESIDENTS
From the New Deal to the Reagan
Revolution
Thomas S. Langston
How have ideologues—people drawn to
politics by the force of ideas—influenced
presidential administrations? For Thomas
Langston, these "people of ideas" form a
class of political actors distinct not only from
pragmatic professional politicians but also
from nonideological "experts," with whom
ideologues compete for power. Whether
liberal or conservative, Langston argues,
they are a creative yet destructive force in
policymaking.

$35.00 hardcover

LIBERAL DEMOCRACY
AND POLITICAL
SCIENCE
James W. Ceaser
"A welcome candidate for a prospective list
of texts for introductory courses in American
politics and political theory It asserts the
primacy of the political dimension in
interpreting modern ideals for liberal
democracy."—Avery Leiserson, Journal of
Politics

$13.95 paperback

THE CIVIL RIGHTS
SOCIETY
The Social Construction of Victims
Kristin Bumiller
"Bumiller provides an original and badly
needed perspective for understanding
antidiscrimination law, and raises probing
and disturbing questions about effective
governmental strategies for helping people
who are disadvantaged in other ways as
well."—Murray Edelman, University of
Wisconsin-Madison

$12.95 paperback

THE ORDEAL OF
WOODROW
WILSON
Herbert Hoover
with a new introduction
by Senator Mark Hatfield
"[An] extraordinary memoir, unique in the
annals of the American Presidency."—
Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Admirer of both subject and author of The
Ordeal of Woodrow Wilson, Mark Hatfield
contends that Wilson's message, as conveyed
by Hoover, is as important today as it was
when the United States was first thrust into
a global leadership role.

Woodrow Wilson Center Press

$12.95 paperback

INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

AND PUBLIC
GOODS
Opportunities for

the Western Alliance
Mark A. Boyer

"This book makes an important
contribution to international relations
theory. Boyer demonstrates that the theory
of public goods, as applied to alliances, is
weak, both logically and empirically. He
improves the theory by integrating it with
the theory of comparative advantage, and
shows that this combined theory gives a
better explanation of burden-sharing in
NATO than public goods theory alone."—
Glenn Sny der, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill

$33.00 hardcover

THE INTERNATIONAL
PRACTICE OF ARMS
CONTROL
edited by Emanuel Adler
Do classic arms control ideas still make sense
in today's world? Has arms control increased
U.S. security—and if so, why? How has the
world changed since 1960? And what should
be the nature, goals, and means of arms
control agreements in the future? Fifteen
experts explore answers to these questions
against the background of a rapidly changing
international scene.

$14.95 paperback
$42.50 hardcover

INSIDE NASA
High Technology and
Organizational Change in the
American Space Program
Howard E. MeCurdy
Using archival evidence as well as in-depth
interviews with space agency officials,
Howard MeCurdy investigates the re-
lationship between the performance of the
American space program and NASA's
organizational culture. He concludes that
the performanceof high-technology agencies
inherently tends to decline, given conditions
existing within modern government.

New Series in NASA History: Roger D. Launius,
Series Editor

$32.95 hardcover

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
701 West 40th Street, Suite 275, Baltimore, Maryland 21211
To order, call 1-800-537-5487.
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Whirlpool
U.S. Foreign Policy toward Latin
America and the Caribbean
Robert A. Pastor

In every generation the United States has been
drawn into the Latin American whirlpool, where it
becomes obsessed with small nations like Nicaragua
and defiant dictators like Manuel Noriega. Has the end
of the Cold War liberated the United States from the
whirlpool of recurring interventions in Latin American
politics?

"Robert Pastor has written yet another brilliant
book on the U.S. and Latin America. Again, he
interprets the future against the background of
the past. His proposals for future policy are
creative, imaginative and intellectually sound.
This book is required reading for everyone con-
cerned with U.S.-Latin American policy in the
years ahead. He is right on target."
—Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., President Emeritus,
University of Notre Dame

Princeton Studies in International History and Politics
Editors: John Lewis Gaddis, Jack L Snyder, and Richard H. Ullman
Cloth: $24.95 ISBN 0-691-08651-6

Making Democracy Work
Civic Traditions in Modern Italy

Robert D. Putnam
With Robert Leonardi and Raffaella Y. Nanetti

Taking advantage of a unique experiment begun in 1970 when Italy created new governments for each
of its regions, Robert Putnam and his collaborators spent two decades analyzing the efficacy of these
governments in such fields as agriculture, housing, and health services. Their findings were surprising:
regions that enjoy effective government in the 1990s have inherited a legacy of civic engagement that can
be traced back to the early Middle Ages. Putnam and his colleagues draw broad lessons for democratic
theory from their twenty-year journey through Italy.

"The word 'classic* needs to be used sparingly, and I do. This work by Robert Putnam and his
colleagues will be a classic in political inquiry and political theory. By the rare opportunity of
studying Italian regional experiments from birth, it widens out to explore the way institutions
shape political behavior. And that exploration, beautifully and lucidly written, is used to analyze
the enduring questions about the nature of representative government."—Daniel Bell
Cloth: $24.95 ISBN 0-691-07889-0
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Princeton
A Phoenix in the Ashes
The Rise and Fall of the Koch Coalition in
New York City Politics
John Hull Mollenkopf

In the years following its near-bankruptcy in 1976 until the end of
the 1980s, New York City came to epitomize the debt-driven, deal-
oriented, economic boom of the Reagan era. John Mollenkopf
explores why a city with a large minority population and a long
tradition of liberalism elected a conservative mayor who promoted
real estate development and belittled minority activists. Through a
careful analysis of voting patterns, political strategies of various
interest groups, and policy trends, he explains how Mayor Edward
Koch created a powerful political coalition and why it ultimately failed.

Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-07854-8

First in a new series

Labor Visions and State Power
The Origins of Business Unionism in the United States

Victoria C. Hattam
Why has labor played a more limited role in national politics in the

United States than it has in other advanced industrial societies?
Victoria Hattam demonstrates that voluntarism, as the American
labor policy was known, was the American Federation of Labor's

strategic response to the distinctive structure of the American state.

In the three decades following the Civil War, when labor's
legislative victories were continually eroded by the courts, the AFL
developed a deep mistrust of politics and eventually devised other
means of advancing workers' interests through the dual tactics of

collective bargaining and industrial militance on the shop floor.

"Hattam approaches an important subject in an extremely
interesting and provocative manner."
—Melvyn Dubofsky, SUNY-Blnghamton

Princeton Studies in American Politics: Historical, International, and Comparative
Perspectives

Editors: Ira Katznelson, Martin Shelter, and Theda Skocpol
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-07870-X

Regulating Labor
The State and Industrial Relations Reform in Postwar France

Chris Howell
In May and June of 1968 a dramatic wave of strikes paralyzed France, making industrial relations reform a key item on the

government agenda. French trade unions seemed due for a golden age of growth and importance. Today, however, trade unions
are weaker in France than in any other advanced capitalist country. How did such exceptional militancy give way to equally
remarkable quiescence?

To answer this question, Chris Howell examines the reform projects of successive French governments toward trade unions
and industrial relations during the postwar era, focusing in particular on the efforts of post-1968 conservative and socialist
governments.

"This is an important and at times brilliant analysis—the first significant and comprehensive book on the French
trade union movement in English since.. .the 1950s."—Martin Schain, New York University
Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-07898-X
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Hegel's Political
Philosophy
Interpreting the Practice of Legal
Punishment
Mark Tunick

To scholars of Western intellectual history Hegel is
one of the most important of all political thinkers, but
politicians and other "down-to-earth" persons see his
speculative philosophy as far removed from their
immediate concerns. Put off by his difficult terminology,
many believe that Hegel's idealism unduly legitimates
the status quo. By examining his justification of legal
punishment, this book introduces a Hegel quite different
from these preconceptions: an acute critic of social
practices. Mark Tunick draws on recently published but
still untranslated lectures of Hegel's philosophy of right
to take us to the core of Hegel's political thought.

"This lively and engaging book treats Hegel in a lucid, conver-
sational way that has the desirable result of demystifying his often
formidable jargon."—Steven B. Smith, Yale University

Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-07410-0

Enclaves of America
The Rhetoric of American Political Architecture Abroad,

1900-1965
Ron Robin

Whether determining the style of its embassies or the design of
overseas cemeteries for Americans killed in battle, the U.S. government

has greatly valued architectural symbols as a way of conveying its
power abroad, in order to explain the political significance of American

monuments on foreign soil, this illustrated book explores the efforts
made by the United States from 1900 to 1965 to enhance its image as a

military and economic force with displays of artistic achievement. Ron
Robin also examines American political values during the radical change

brought on by the growing entanglement of the United States in the
affairs of other nations.

Cloth: $24.95 ISBN 0-691-04805-3

New in paperback

Beyond the Constitution
HadleyArkes

Hadley Arkes argues that it is necessary to move "beyond the Constitution," to the principles that stood antecedent to
the text, if we are to understand the text and apply the Constitution to the cases that arise every day in our law.

"The most il luminating reconsideration of natural rights jurisprudence produced in many years."
—GaryJ. Jacobsohn, American Political Science Review

Now in paper: $14.95 ISBN 0-691-02554-1

Princeton University Press
41 WILLIAM ST., PRINCETON, NJ 08540 • ORDERS: 800-777-4726 • OR FROM YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE
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NEW FROM YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Future
of Liberal Revolution
Bruce A. Ackerman

In this timely and important book, a
leading legal and political philosopher
examines the renewed possibilities for the
spread of democratic liberalism now that
the Cold War has ended and new orders
emerge after the recent revolutions in
Eastern Europe.

"The collapse of Communism is as much a
challenge to liberalism as it is to socialism.
Ackerman argues eloquently for liberal
revolutions that will not only achieve, but
also preserve, human freedom. This short
book is long on wisdom."—Alan Wolfe
$18.50

War and Reason
Domestic and International Imperatives

Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and David Lalman
Using a combination of game theory,
statistical analysis, and detailed case
histories, two leading theorists of interna-
tional relations here analyze the strategies
designed to avoid international conflict.

"This book sheds real light on a number of
the most important questions in interna-
tional relations."—George W. Downs
Illus. $40.00

Arendt, Camus, and Modern
Rebellion
Jeffrey C. Isaac

"Isaac draws together Arendt and Camus
into a fruitful dialogue. That dialogue is
wide-ranging and tackles major events of
the twentieth century, the creation and
terrible denouement of totalitarianism,
and, in its aftermath, the possibility for
democratic politics, the forging of human
identity, and the sustaining of anything
like an ethical life. The work is very
important."—Jean Bethke Elshtain
$30.00

New in Paperbound

Domination
and the Arts of Resistance
Hidden Transcripts

James C. Scott
A penetrating discussion both of the public
roles played by the powerful and the
powerless and the mocking, vengeful tone
they display offstage.

"[A] remarkable, mind-opening book."
—Zygmunt Bauman, Times Literary
Supplement $14.00

Administrative Law
Rethinking Judicial Control of Bureaucracy

Christopher F. Edley, Jr.
This seminal book presents a fundamental
reconsideration of modern American
administrative law which, says Christopher
F. Edley, Jr., is largely a failure.

"A fundamental challenge to the traditional
project of administrative law."—John C.
Hughes, Perspectives on Political Science
$14.00

Abe Fortas
A Biography

Laura Kalman
Lively and provocative, this prize-winning
biography of New Dealer, corporate lawyer,
and Supreme Court justice Abe Fortas
draws on previously unavailable material to
shed important new light on the man and
the legal and political history he helped to
shape.

"[An] exemplary biography....Lucid and
gracefully written."—William E.
Leuchtenburg, The New Republic Illus.
$18.00

92A Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520
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KANSAS
Virtue and the Promise
of Conservatism
The Legacy of Burke and
Tocqueville

Bruce Frohnen

"The most probing analysis of the
fundamental characteristics of conser-
vative thought since Russell Kirk's The
Conservative Mind. This is a significant
contribution to modern political thought
whose thesis and positive proposals for
the realization of the good life merit the
close attention of all who are concerned
with reversing the intellectual and moral
decline of the West."—GEORGE W. CAREY,
author of The Church in the Market Place.
"An insightful study of modern conser-
vatism, one that uniquely delineates its
philosophical and spiritual sources in
Western thought and gives a ringing
Burkean call for reawakening and
conservative reform. Well worth reading
and pondering."—ELLIS SANDOZ, author of
A Government of Laws: Political Theory,
Religion, and the American Founding.
192 pages. $25.00

Ratifying the Constitution
Edited by
Michael Allen Gillespie
and Michael Lienesch

New in
Paperback

A diverse group of historians and political
theorists unravel the labyrinthine
complexity of ratification on a state-by-
state basis. "The reader will come away
with an understanding that the ratification
of the Constitution was scarcely less
miraculous than its drafting."—FORREST
MCDONALD, author of Novus Ordo Seclorum:
The Intellectual Origins of the Constitution.
"The strength of this book is in its close
focus on the particular issues, personali-
ties, and factional divisions in each state
and the effect that these had on the
ratification decision."—JOURNAL OF POLITICS.

418 pages. Cloth $29.95, Paper $14.95

George Washington and
American Constitutionalism
Glenn A. Phelps

"This is a splendid, well-written reexamina-
tion of George Washington as a constitutional
thinker as well as a practitioner."—THOMAS E.
CRONIN, editor of Inventing the American
Presidency. "This book clarifies for the present
generation what Washington's contemporar-
ies knew very well—that throughout his life,
and especially during his ten years of
extraordinary political leadership, 1787-1797,
he was an earnest, consistent, and even
profound republican constitutionalist, in
theory as well as in practice."—RALPH
KETCHAM, author of Framed for Posterity: The
Enduring Philosophy of the Constitution. "This
is a book we have long and truly needed.
Phelps makes the case for Washington's
decisive importance to the development of
American constitutional republicanism."—
LANCE BANNING, author of The ]effersonian
Persuasion: Evolution of a Party Ideology

272 pages. $27.50

Chester I. Barnard
and the Guardians
of the Managerial State
William G. Scott

"A work of extraordinary value. It shines a
revealing light in three directions. The
milieu in which Barnard made his contri-
bution illuminates him and his works, his
works illuminate the milieu, and together
they illuminate the (much changed and
more problematic) contemporary
economic, social, and managerial world."
—DWIGHT WALDO, author of The Adminis-
trative State. "Very strong in its delineation
of the evolution of management thought
and developments in American industry
which played a part in Barnard's intellec-
tual development. Scott has taken a
difficult subject, put it into historical
perspective, and has dealt with historical
and intellectual antecedents very effec-
tively."—JACK RABIN, coauthor of Politics
and Administration: Woodrow Wilson and
American Public Administration.

256 pages. $27.50

Eisenhower and the
Management
Of Prosperity I New in
John W. Sloan

Paperback

"This masterly treatment of Eisenhower as
economic manager will be warmly
received by both political scientists and
historians. A major addition to the
literature on presidential policy making,
economic and otherwise."—JAMES E.
ANDERSON, author of Public Policy-Making.
"An excellent book that merits attention ..
. from anyone interested in the modern
presidency and in American political
economy.—JOURNAL OF POLITICS.

192 pages, illus. Cloth, $25.00, Paper $14.95

Available at bookstores or from the press
Phone (913) 864-4155 Fax (913) 864-4586
VISA and MasterCard accepted

University Press of Kansas 2501 West 15th Street Lawrence KS 66049
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Back in print and
for the first time in paperback

Of Kennedys
and Kings
Making Sense of the Sixties
HARRIS WOFFORD
U.S. Senator, Pennsylvania

Introduction by Bill Moyers
"Unforgettable and chilling. . . Wofford delves into [the sixties]; pulling memories together with fresh evidence

to wrest the logic from dark events.. . . The temptation is great to cite a hundred passages from this book;
to demonstrate—rather than merely assert—that it makes sense of the sixties."

—Eric Redman, The Washington Post

"Wofford is at his anecdotal best in this memoir of the New Frontier when he is writing about the fabled
campaign or describing the Peace Corps.. . . The major events of the Kennedy Administration are chron-
icled in detail... and this makes the book particularly useful for anyone too young to remember Kennedy's
Presidency or too busy to have consumed any of the shelfful of JFK books that have already appeared."

—Charles Kaiser, Newsweek

"Of Kennedys and Kings is a splendid navigational aid to the Kennedy era."
—Alan L. Miller, Christian Science Monitor

Harris Wofford served in the Kennedy White House as Special Assistant to the President and chair of the
subcabinet group on civil rights. While on the White House staff, he also helped Sargent Shriver form the
Peace Corps and from 1962 to 1964 served in Ethiopia as the corps' Special Representative to Africa. During
the decade of struggle from Montgomery to Memphis, he was an advisor to Martin Luther King, Jr.

Wofford in 1966 became founding president of the State University of New York's College at Old West-
bury and was president of Bryn Mawr College from 1970 to 1978. In May 1991 he was appointed to fill the
seat of the late Senator John Heinz and in November, when he defeated former Governor and U.S. Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh, he became the first Democrat elected to the U.S. Senate from Pennsylvania
since 1962.

544 pp. / Illus. / $29.95 cloth
$16.95 paper

Available at bookstores, or

University of
Pittsburgh Press
c/o CUP Services, Box 6525,
Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-666-2211
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PARAGON HOUSE
Introducing a New Publishing Program

WELFARE POLICY AND POLITICS
IN JAPAN
Beyond the Developmental State
STEPHEN J. ANDERSON

A thorough consideration of Japan's unique welfare system from
the post-war era to the present,emphasizing the complex
political processes and relationships that shaped the making of
Japanese policy during the 1970s and the cost containment
efforts of the 1980s. A provocative combination of comparative
and historical approaches and case studies that questions the
forces that motivate societies to provide social services.

225pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-571-6, $39.95

PRESIDENTIAL WARS AND
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
Rally 'Round the Chief
JOHN T. ROURKE

Is the presidential power to declare and conduct war at odds with
the basic principles of democracy? This provocative new book
addresses the specific issues and problems raised by Desert
Shield and Desert Storm and explains how and why potent
presidential war powers have evolved from 1787 to the present.

226pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-574-0, $49.95

TOTALITARIANISM IN BURMA
Prospects for Economic Development
MYA MAUNG

Military totalitarianism and its impact on a people whose
freedoms have been suppressed. Includes interviews with
Burmese students, and the writings and activities of opposition
leader and Nobel Peace Prize-winner, Aung San Suu Kyi.

225pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-553-8, $49.95

THE MASS MEDIA
STANLEY ROTHMAN

An introduction to the role of news media, TV, and movies in
liberal democratic societies — their effects on children, political
parties, religious commitment, and more.

320pp., Cloth, ISBN: 0-943852-92-7, $34.95

MANAGING PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS
A Developmental Perspective on Theory
and Practice
JAMIL E. JREISAT

A clear discussion of how developments in management
practices relate to their social, economic, and political contexts;
the interplay of administrative theory and practice; and public
administration techniques. A sophisticated treatment that
provides students and practitioners with leading edge
information to improve performance and enhance organizational
responsibility.

225pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-546-5, $49.95

U.S. NUCLEAR STRATEGY IN
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Backward Glances, Forward Looks
STEPHEN J. CIMBALA

Historical and contemporary issues in defense planning, crisis
management,and nuclear policy are studied to provide a
foundation for the evaluation of a nuclear future in the new
international environment.

250pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-557-0, $46.95

THE FAILURE OF
WEST EUROPEAN COMMUNISM
Implications for the Future
FRANK L.WILSON

An examination of the nature of Communism today. Focusing on
the inability of the European communist parties to cope with the
problems of the 70s and 80s, and their prospects for the future.

175pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-153-2, $39.95

IMPORTANT NEW TEXTS

CHINA'S POLITICAL SYSTEM
Modernization and Tradition
JUNE TEUFEL DREYER

An excellent introduction to Chinese politics for upper
level students of comparative and Asian politics. This
most up-to-date analysis takes into account the
aftermath of Tiananmen Square and the effects of the
disintegration of the Soviet Union.

256pp., Paper, ISBN: 1-55778-478-7, $24.95

FEMINIST POLITICAL THEORY
An Introduction
VALERIE BRYSON

Why do men have more economic and political power
than women? This compelling new work traces femi-
nist thought from the issues of the seventeenth century
to those of the present day. "...extraordinary....The
scholarship is superb." — Nancy S. Love, Penn State
University

284pp., Cloth, ISBN: 1-55778-562-7, $39.95:
Paper, ISBN: 1-55778-563-5, $16.95

Complete catalog available.

PARAGON HOUSE
90 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10011/2 -800-PARAGON
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No social scientist can afford to be without
THE MACMILLAN BOOK OF

Social Science
flotations

WHO SAID WHAT, WHEN, AND WHERE
Edited by DAVID L. SILLS, Social Science Research Council,
and ROBERT K. MERTON, Columbia University

Here, collected in one volume for the first time, are the essential
quotations from anthropology, economics, history, law, philos-
ophy, political science, psychiatry, psychology, sociology, and
statistics, plus many quotations from education, literature,
and the natural sciences.

Over 2,500 quotations from a wide range of social scientists
and other scholars are included, alphabetically arranged by
author. The original date and the exact source of each quotation
are given. The volume includes an extensive bibliography and
a comprehensive index.

Here's what social scientists are saying...
"Sutnmum opus. A dazzling, momentous achievement...
Everything important that has been said in the social
sciences will be found here."

—Daniel Patrick Moynihan, U.S. Senator
"A treasure house of insight and wisdom, Social Science
Quotations (SSQ) is also an altogether delightful book
for browsing in the idle hours."

—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,
The City University of New York

"As an economic man, I cheer when SSQ comes out in
paperback. Now both home and office can afford a
copy. Just another illustration that demand is elastic
with respect to price."

—Paul A. Samuelson,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

"What better combination than to browse and be
instructed at the same time. These are the joys of SSQ
and its precise scholarship, unexampled in books
of quotations." —Daniel Bell, Harvard University

1992 • ISBN 0-02-897397-6 • 438pages, paper • $25.00

Macmillan Publishing Company
866 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10022

Please send copies of The Macmillan
Book of Social Science Quotations
@ 825.00 each

Sales tax:
Postage/Handling ($3.00 ea.)

Total:
Orders shipped outside of the U.S. must
be prepaid with a credit card.
METHOD OF PAYMENT:
• Check • MasterCard • Visa
• American Express for $
Account #
Expiration Date
Signature
Phone #
SHIP TO:
Name
Address
City /State/ZIP
Mail your order to:
Macmillan Publishing Company
866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
Att: Dave Horvath.
Or call 1-800/323-7445 (and have your
credit card handy). Price subject to change.
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Modern editions of classic works for today's reader

UNION AND LIBERTY: THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF JOHN C. CALHOUN
Edited by Ross M. Lence

"This is the finest collection in a single volume of Calhoun's important works enunciating all
aspects of his political philosophy, a philosophy that profoundly influenced the course of
American history. Calhoun's ideas continue to influence political discourse, and no doubt
always will. All his major speeches are here. . . . Most important, all the selections are
complete and unabridged. This is truly an editorial triumph." Robert V. Remini, Professor
Emeritus, University of Illinois

This outstanding collection begins with Calhoun's two most significant works, the
Disquisition and Discourse. They are followed by twelve other important speeches,
letters, and political essays.

626 + xxx pages, index. Hardcover $35.00 0-86597-102-1; Paperback $9.50 0-86597-103-X

OTHER NEW AND SIGNIFICANT TITLES
FURTHER REFLECTIONS ON
THE REVOLUTION IN FRANCE
By Edmund Burke
Edited by Daniel E. Ritchie

"All large history collections will want
this volume." Library Journal

This volume brings together, for the
first time in accessible and unabridged
form, Edmund Burke's most important
other writings on the French
Revolution.

Hardcover $25.00 0-86597-098-x
Paperback $ 7.50 0-86597-099-8

NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW
Introduction by Milton Friedman
For the first time in Paperback

Written from 1961 to 1968, the
seventeen issues of NIR set "an
intellectual standard that has not yet, I
believe, been matched by any of the
more recent publications in the same
philosophical tradition." Milton
Friedman, from the Introduction

Paperback $12,50 0-86597-065-3

• Enclosed is my check.

O Please send me a catalogue.

ON LIBERTY, SOCIETY, AND
POLITICS: THE ESSENTIAL
ESSAYS OF WILLIAM
GRAHAM SUMNER
Edited by Robert C. Bannister

"This is the finest single-volume
edition of Sumner's works ever to
appear." Ronald Lora, University of
Toledo

Hardcover $30,00 0-86597-100-5
Paperback $ 7.50 0-86597-101-3

SOCIALISM
By Ludwig von Mises
Translated from German by J. Kahane
Foreword by FA. Hayek

"Most readers today will find that
Socialism has more immediate
application to contemporary events
than it had when it first appeared." FA.
Hayek

Hardcover $30,00 0-913966-62-2
Paperback $10,00 0-913966-63-0

Please send me the following titles:

FREEDOM AND THE LAW
Expanded Third Edition
By Bruno Leoni
Foreword by Arthur Kemp

"Bruno Leoni weaves together the
teachings of economics, political
science, and law with a profound grasp
of the institutions that a society of
ordered liberty requires." Peter H.
Aranson, Emory University.

Hardcover $20.00 0-86597-096-3
Paperback $ 7.50 0-86597-097-1

GEORGE WASHINGTON:
A COLLECTION
Compiled and edited by W.B. Allen

"Washington comes across as a real
person, but an extraordinary one. For
the reader wishing to have the essence
of Washington at hand, this is the
volume." Wisconsin Magazine of
History

Hardcover $30.00 0-86597-059-9
Paperback $ 9.50 0-86597-060-2

Name.

Address.

City

State/Zip.

To order by phone, call 317-842-0880; fax 317-577-9067. Prepayment
by check, VISA, or MasterCard is required on all orders not for resale.
Shipping and handling and a $15 minimum apply to credit card orders.
We pay book rate postage on orders prepaid by check. Please allow
approximately four weeks for delivery.

Quantity Title HC/PB

Subtotal

Indiana residents add 5% sales tax

Total

Amount

LIBERTY FUND
I 7440 North Shadeland, Dept. N204, Indianapolis, IN 46250-20281
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NEW FROM

GREENWOOD
PUBLISHING GROUPINC

The Poverty Debate
Politics and the Poor in America
By C. Emory Burton
Summarizes, overviews, and attacks conservative argu-
ments that poverty is not widespread and that it is
caused by indolence.
Greenwood Press. 1992.224 pages. 0-313-28594-2. $47.95
A paperback is also available: 0-275-94436-0. $16.95

Public Management in the States
A Comparative Study of Administrative
Performance and Politics
By Richard C. Elling
Based upon a sampling of some 800 public managers in
10 states, examines the current condition of public ad-
ministration at the state level.
Praeger Publishers. 1992.304 pages. 0-275-93432-2. $55.00

The Politics and Philosophy of
Political Correctness
By Jung Min Choi and John W. Murphy
This is the first comprehensive examination of "Political
Correctness"—PC—and the positions of its critics.
Praeger Publishers. 1992.184 pages. 0-275-94286-4. $39.95

Environmental Politics
Public Costs, Private Rewards
Edited by Michael S. Greve and Fred L. Smith
The essays in this volume address the use and manipu-
lation of environmental regulations and policies for po-
litical and economic objectives which, they argue, have
little or nothing to do with responsibly serving the pub-
lic.
Praeger Publishers. 1992.224 pages. 0-275-94237-6. $45.00
A paperback is also available: 0-275-94238-4. $19.95

Youth's Battle for the Ballot
A History of Voting Age in America
By Wendell W.Cultice
This is the first full history dealing with the voting age in
the United States from 1607 to 1991 that shows how
military service and suffrage have been linked through
the years.
Greenwood Press. 1992.288 pages. 0-313-27962-4. $45.00

Presidential Influence and
Environmental Policy
By Robert A. Shanley
This unique study of the administrative tools and tech-
niques that American presidents have used to influence
environmental policymaking is invaluable for under-
standing presidential limitations and the history of envi-
ronmental policy.
Greenwood Press. 1992.200 pages. 0-313-25883-X. $45.00

Citizens, Political Communication
and Interest Groups
Environmental Organizations in Canada
and the United States
By John C. Pierce, Mary Ann E. Steger,
Brent S. Steel, and Nicholas P. Lovrich
This volume shows how interest groups can bridge the
knowledge gap between public policy making and citi-
zens in the U.S. and Canada.
Praeger Publishers. 1992.256 pages. 0-275-93579-5. $47.95

The Constitutional Amending
Process in American
Political Thought
By John R. Vile
This the first full-length work to present debates over
the constitutional amending process as a perennial
theme in American political thought. Vile looks at the
historical influences on and discussions surrounding the
amending process that was incorporated into Article V
of the Constitution.
Praeger Publishers. 1992.224 pages. 0-275-94280-5. $47.95

ORDER TOLL-FREE, 24 HOURS-A-DAY: 1-800-225-5800

GREENWOOD
PUBLISHING GROUPINC

A228 88 Post Road West, Box 5007, Westport, CT 06881 (203) 226-3571
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POLITICAL

IMMIGRANTS IN TWO DEMOCRACIES
French and American Experience
EDITED BY DONALD L. HOROWITZ AND GERARD NOIRIEL

An American Academy of Arts and Sciences Book
"Ethnicity...has proved a far more powerful force in world politics than the class struggle
proclaimed by Marxist theorists and rulers for much of the 20th century. If we are to better
understand it, and I contend we must, we shall look to important works such as Immi-
grants in Two Democracies."—Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan
507 pp./ $55.00 hardcover

RACE AGAINST THE COURT
The Supreme Court and Minorities in
Contemporary America
GlRARDEAU A. SPANN
This provocative work argues that the Supreme Court
perpetuates the subordination of minorities by operat-
ing as an undetected agent of majority preferences.
January/ 256 pp./ $40.00 hardcover

STOPPING THE KILLING
How Civil Wars End
EDITED BY ROY LICKLIDER

Examines civil wars in Colombia, the Sudan, Yemen, the
U.S., Greece, and Nigeria, exploring causes of peace and
issues of negotiation and settlement.
372 pp./ 6 maps/ $40.00 hardcover

JUST WAR THEORY
EDITED BY JEAN BETHKE ELSHTAIN

Essays by Michael Walzer, Stanley Hauerwas, James Turner Johnson, Michael Howard, Paul
Ramsey, William V. O'Brien, Robert L. Holmes, and Stephen Toulmin examine the concept
and implications of just war.
352 pp./ $17.50 paperback/ $40.00 hardcover

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
TOWARDS LATIN AMERICA
IN THE 80S AND 90S
Issues and Controversies From Reagan
to Bush
HOWARD J. WIARDA

This is an insider's account of the ideologies behind
America's policy towards Latin America during the last
three administrations.
384 pp./ $17.50 paperback/ $50.00 hardcover

IMMIGRATION AND THE
AMERICAN CITY
THOMAS MULLER

A Twentieth Century Fund Book
Muller surveys the political and economic history of
American immigration and convincingly argues that the
clamor at America's gate should be a cause of pride, not
anxiety.
January/ 320 pp./ $30.00 hardcover

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
70 Washington Square South
New York, New York, 10012

Tel: (212) 998-2575
Fax: (212) 995-3833
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The Ultimate Challenge:
Our Planet's Survival

Drafts Agenda 21, Rio Declaration, Forest
Principles
This book contains the official documentation of the Rio Confer-
ence, otherwise known as the Earth Summit. The central part of
the documentation is the Drafts Agenda 21 which is, in essence, a
blueprint for action in all major areas affecting the relationship
between the environment and the economy. It focuses on the
period up to the year 2000 and extends into the 21st century. This
unique publication is a must for all professionals in the fields of
environment and development, libraries and archives.

E.92.I.16 92-1-100482-9 600pp. $75.00

The Global Partnership for Environment and
Development: A Guide to Agenda 21
This guide summarizes for the reader the programmes and themes
of the "Earth Summit" which will enable each of us to act respon-
sibly and be represented in the important dimension of the overall
strategy for a global transition. It has specifically been written for
the general reader and as such is easy to read and an invaluable
reference for everyone.

E.92.I.15 92-1-100481-0 116pp. $9.95

Nations of the Earth Report: Vol. I
United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development
As part of the preparations for the Conference, governments were
asked to prepare National Reports presenting their perspectives
and experience, together with information on policies, activities
and issues at the national level. This book is intended as a "Quick-
reference Compendium" to these Reports, which have been sum-
marized to give the reader an idea of the main elements and
concerns raised in them. Due to the quantity of reports submitted,
they are being published in three volumes, with the first 47 reports
contained in the first volume. This book is important to everyone
monitoring the activities of governments on this basic issue such
as librarians, lawyers, public health administrators, teachers and
media specialists. Vols. II and HI will present other countries not
included in Vol. I.

E.92.I.17 92-1-100483-7 Vol.I
E.92.I.18 92-1-100484-5 Vol.11
E.92.I.19 92-1-100485-3 Vol.m

285pp. $50.00
$50.00 Forthcoming
$50.00 Forthcoming

European Red List of Globally Threatened
Animals and Plants
A list published on the animals and plants in Europe threatened
with global extinction. It includes mammals, birds, reptiles, am-
phibians, freshwater fishes, invertebrates as well as endemic
vascular and non-vascular plants. It is a tool in identifying and
implementing the appropriate protective measures for these
species.

E.91.III.EJ4 92-1-1165229 153pp $29.00

Consolidated List of Products whose
Consumption and/or Sale have been Banned,
Withdrawn, Severly Restricted or not approved
by Governments
Newly revised, this fourth edition is an invaluable reference to
products determined harmful to human health and/or the environ-
ment by governments worldwide. It provides updated regulatory,
commercial and scientific data on over 600 Pharmaceuticals, agri-
cultural and industrial chemicals and consumer products. An
essential desk reference for manufacturers, government regulatory
agencies and commissions, consultants, universities, libraries,
research centers, scientific and technological associations and those
involved in health and environmental issues and safety.

E.91.IV.4 92-1-103145-9 807pp. $95.00

European Agreement Concerning the
International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by
Road (ADR) and Protocol of Signature
Transporting waste by sea, air or land is an important environmen-
tal issue, and increasingly so in the European community. This
book presents the European agreement, the Protocol of Signatures,
annexes and amendments up to 1 January 1990. The various sub-
stances are listed and defined as well as general and special provi-
sions applicable to the transport of these dangerous materials.
Provisions relating to packaging, test requirements, radioactive
materials, containers, cleaning and labelling are discussed
throughly.

E.89.VIII.2 92-1-139027-1 V.I & II 640pp. $85.00

Multilingual Terminology Bulletin on
Environment and Development
Terminology Bulletin No. 344
This two-volume multilingual terminology bulletin was prepared
specifically with the UNCED assembly in mind. It is a significant
reference tool to promote consistent, accurate and authentic con-
ceptual links and terminology for use by experts and language staff
in Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish. It en-
sures the use of correct title and nomenclature on new concepts and
neologisms as well as facilitates understanding and direct contact
among the international and research communities associated with
environment and development.

E.92.I.7 92-1-002058-8 631pp. $65.00

Send orders to:

United Nations Publications, Sales Section, Room DC2-0853
Dept 934, New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel. (800) 253-9646, (212) 963-8302, Fax. (212) 963-3489.
Visa, MasterCard and American Express accepted for orders
over $15.00. Please add 5% of gross
($350 minimum) for shipping & handling.

United Nations Publications
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Enlightening Titles from CARLETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Driving Continentally
National Policies and the North American Auto Industry — edited by Maureen Appel Molot
The auto industry in North America is in serious trouble. The papers collected in the book examine this industry that is critical to the
economies of the United States, Canada and Mexico at a time when the three countries are taking steps to be much more closely
linked. As we prepare for the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement it is important to understand how past
government policies in the three countries have promoted, protected and shaped the auto industry, and how the industry might
respond to the NAFTA. Jan. '93,375 pp., ISBN 0-88629-197-6paper $21.95

Limiting the Proliferation of Weapons
The Role of Supply-Side Strategies — edited by Jean-Francois Rioux
The Iraqi military build-up and the invasion of Kuwait have alerted the world to the dangers involved in the
spread of advanced weapons and of high technologies. In this book, an international team of arms control
experts adresses important questions raised by the use of export sales restrictions in controlling the spread
of weapons. In non-technical language, they examine vital issues relating to ballistic missiles, as well as to
nuclear, chemical, biological and conventional weapons. Nov. '92,208 pp.
ISBN 0-88629-192-5 casebound $34.95 ISBN 0-88629-193-3 paper $21.95

Ethics in Public Service — edited by Richard A. Chapman
Specialists from the United States, Canada, Britain, Australia and Sweden focus on topics currently being debated in the field of
public service ethics, in this thoughtful volume. The essays are specially written for the book and cover topics including the
promotion of public service ethics, the teaching of ethics, freedom of information, trade unions, protection of human rights and the
legal aspects of public service ethics. Jan. '93,275 pp., ISBN 0-88629-191-7paper $21.95

Perspectives on the Social Union for CanadaSocial Justice and the Constitution
edited by Joel Bakan and David Schneiderman
"Bakan and Schneiderman's collection of essays provides a window onto a debate within the Canadian left and social movements
that bears fundamental importance to the future of Canada and to theorizing about law in general; namely, to what extent can law
assist in the empowerment of the disempowered? Social Justice and the Constitution is a must read for anyone concerned about
social and economic justice." Patrick Macklam, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto.
Nov. '92,176pp. ISBN 0-88629-196-8 casebound $27.95 ISBN 0-88629-195-X paper $17.95

Capital CitieslLes capitates: Perspectives Internationales!
International Perspectives — edited by John Taylor, Jean Lengelld and Caroline Andrew

This unusual study looks at the nature and role of capital cities around the world— past, present and
future. The papers are by scholars from many countries and disciplines. Topics include the changing roles
of capitals, problems with capitals, the creation of Washington, D.C., New York - world city, ancient and
new capitals in Latin America, and future directions for European capital cities. 7 essays in French, 15 in
English. Jan.'93,375 pp.
ISBN 0-88629-178-X casebound $39.95 ISBN 0-88629-179-8 paper $24.95

Aid as Peacemaker: Canadian Development Assistance and Third World
Conflict — edited by Robert Miller
Does development by its very nature produce conflict? Are there times when countries supplying aid should take sides in third world
conflict? Can aid help promote peace? This collection of essays by experts in development aid makes an important contribution to
our understanding of peacekeeping and peacemaking. Nov. 92,224 pp.
ISBN 0-88629-176-3 casebound $27.95 ISBN0-88629-177-1 paper $15.95

T W O SERIES: Canada Among Nations 1992-93: A New World Order? eds. F.o. Hampson & c.J. Mauie
This annual series examines world changes and Canada's policies dealing with the outside world.

ISBN 0-88629-166-6 case. $31.95 ISBN 0-88629-167-4 paper $21.95 NEW EDITION EACH YEAR IN MAY.

How Ottawa Spends 1992-93:The Politics of Competitiveness, edited by Frances Abele
Interesting evaluations and predictions of Canadian government policies and spending behaviour are covered each year.
ISBN 0-88629-165-8 paper $21.95 NEW EDITION EACH MAY.

£§ % JGMRT U Just mention this ad when you order from: Carleton University Press
l60Patersoh Hall, Carleton University, Ottawa KlS 5B6 Canada tel: 613-788-3740 fax: 613-788-2893
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Revised, Expanded
Third Edition

A book for students on how to enjoy
and benefitfrom an internship

in Washington, D.C.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Bulk

Orders
APSA Departmental

Service Member
Non-

Member Postage

10 copies
25 copies
50 copies

$45.00
$100.00
$175.00

$50.00
$125.00
$225.00

$3.00
$5.50
$7.50

Single copy price - $6.00/Postoge $1.00

SEND YOUR ORDER
TO:

Publications flPSfl
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

The

Book

of

the

States

1992-93

Edition

Your Total State Government Information Kit
Referred to as "The Bible of State Government," The Book of the

States is the most comprehensive reference source available on state
government. From elections to finances, from salaries to reorganiza-

tion efforts, you'll find tables and essays that offer thousands of
facts and figures for easy comparison and analysis across the states.

$79 each* (about 670 p.) Available in June 1992.
To order, request publication #C-024-91-l.

Call: 1-800-800-1910
Write: Order Department B
The Council of State Governments
P.O.Box 11910
Lexington, KY 40578-1910

*Ask about our discounts
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YALE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Yale's graduate School of Organization and Management seeks additional
faculty members at the junior level in the area of Politics. Ph.D. or
equivalent is required, research and teaching interest in application and
theory preferred as well as interdisciplinary orientation. Appointments will
be made for the 1993-94 academic year.

Please send resume, references, and an example of scholarly work, by
January 15, 1993 to:

Dean's Office
Faculty Recruiting

Yale School of Organization and Management
Box 1A Yale Station

New Haven, CT 06520-7368

Yale is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer and
especially encourages applications from women and members of minority groups.

NEW FROM NORTHEASTERN
RECOLLECTIONS
OF THE NEW DEAL
When the People Mattered
Thomas H. Eliot
Edited and with an
introduction by
John Kenneth Galbraith
Recollections of the New Deal
is Thomas H. Eliot's recently
completed memoir of his role
as principal author of the
Social Security Act.

"A brief, well-written insider's
view of Roosevelt's New
Deal Other books tell the
story but fail to capture the
drama. Both general readers
and scholars would enjoy this."

— Library Journal
$24.95 cloth

Revised Edition
EIGHTY YEARS
AND MORE
Reminiscences 1815-1897
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Introduction by
Ellen Carol DuBois
Afterword by Ann Gordon

"This powerfully written book
is essential reading for anyone
who would understand not
only the origins of the women's
rights movements, but the
nature of American society in
Stanton's era."

— Eric Foner
Columbia University

$37.50 cloth • $14.95 paper

Revised Edition
THE ELIZABETH
CADY STANTON-
SUSAN B. ANTHONY
READER
Correspondence, Writing,
Speeches
Edited, with critical
commentary,
by Ellen Carol DuBois
Foreword by Gerda Lerner

Praise for the previous edition:
"[Ellen DuBois's] critical
commentary . . . is vivid and
interesting, her interpretation
of personality and event
engaged, alive."

— Vivian Gornick
The New York Times

Book Review
$37.50cloth* $14.95paper

ETHNICITY, RACE,
AND AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY
A History
Alexander DeConde
"DeConde writes about foreign
policy, but he pulls at a thread
that hints at the unraveling
of the centuries-old Anglo-
American bonding that shaped
national policy from colonial
times through the cold war.
Given the current massive flux
of U.S. ethnic makeup, then:
a timely work."

— Kirkus Reviews
$32.50 cloth

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY PRESS • BOSTON
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NEW FROM LEXINGTON BOOKS

;

uMBn

RY
THE PRICE OF PEACE
The Future of the Defense
Industry and High Technology
in a Post-Cold War World
William H. Gregory
The end of the cold war, the dissolution
of the Soviet Union, the wane of com-
munism world-wide, and the quick vic-
tory in the Gulf have all led to calls for
a smaller defense budget, reduced levels
of military pesonnel, and fewer expen-
sive high-tech weapons. The result of
these cutbacks, Gregory argues, is not
a peace dividend, but a further burden
on the already shaky economy. Gregory
explains the little-known and far-reach-
ing effects of the defense cutbacks and
calls for a new national technology
policy that will ensure our military,
technological, and economic survival.

1992 0-669-27950-1 $24.95

THE INTERNATIONAL
ARMS TRADE
Edward J. Laurance
The events of the past year in the
Persian Gulf, which saw Iraq import
enough armaments to defy the major
powers, have brought the question of
arms trading to the head of the inter-
national agenda. In the first book to
address the arms trade in a truly global
context, Laurance applies international
relations theory to an issue at the heart
of the contemporary state system—the
transfer of military capability for the
purpose of fortifying the national secu-
rity of sovereign states. Laurance exam-
ines past patterns of arms transfer, and
the influences of international factors on
national policymakers, in order to show
that the arms trade has gone far beyond
the control of individual nation-states.

1992 0-669-19928-1 $35.00

OPERATION
JUST CAUSE
The Storming of Panama
Thomas Donnelly, Margaret Roth,
and Caleb Baker

will not only be the standard
work on our Panama intervention but
on how the U.S. Army fights the 'little
wars' that punctuate our times. It reads
like a superb thriller.. .It belongs in the
hands of our service academy students
and those citizens who wish to gain a
better understanding of what the men
and women in uniform do to earn
their pay."
—Ralph Peters, Major, U.S. Army,
author of Red Army and The War in 2020

1992 0-669-24975-0 $24.95

WHAT CAUSES WAR?
An Introduction to Theories of
International Conflict
Greg Cashman
If one of the central goals of our time is
the avoidance of war, then, as author
Greg Cashman points out, one of the
foremost challenges of our time is to
understand its causes. In What Causes
War?, Cashman provides students with
a comprehensive examination of the
theories of international conflict. He
breaks them down into five categories,
including those theories which seek to
explain whether man is naturally war-
like; small group-level theories which
focus on political processes within
states; theories which address national
and international-level conflict; and,
finally, theories which examine the
world order itself and attempt to explain
the big picture of global conflict.

March 1993 0-669-21215-6
$15.95 paper

ram
HUB

American Public Opinion
and National Security

PEOPLE, POLLS, AND
POIJCYMAKERS
American Public Opinion
and National Security
Ronald H. Hinckley
66Some researchers argue that public
opinion has few consequences for policy-
making. Hinckley's book will force a
serious reassessment of this belief about
public opinion. His book is well written
and clearly argued."
—Darrell M. West, Brown University

1992 0-669-27282-5 $29.95

THE U.S. ECONOMY
DEMYSTIFIED
The Meaning of
U.S. Business Statistics
and What They Portend
for the Future
Third Edition
Albert T. Sommers with
Lucie R. Blau, both of
The Conference Board
46Every academic, business and govern-
ment economist concerned with the
course of the economy from month to
month and year to year has learned to
respect Al Sommers. He knows the
numbers thoroughly and interprets
them with perception and wisdom,
based on his own understanding of the
mechanisms at work, born of long expe-
rience. He tells stories with great clarity,
grace, and humor—also with the humil-
ity becoming any economic pundit."
—James Tobin, Yale University

February 1993 0-02-930116-5
$19.95 paper
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The
Scientific
Study of
Peace
and War

THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF PEACE
AND WAR
A Text Reader
John A. Vasquez and
Marie T. Henehan
In this comprehensive overview,
Vasquez and Henehan bring together
the best scientific work on peace and
war over the last twenty-five years—by
leading scholars including Jack Levy,
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, Steven Rosen,
Organski and Kugler, Rassler and
Thompson, Randolph Siverson, and
others. Together these pieces constitute
an ample body of evidence illuminating
the causes and consequences of war,
and reflect the real progress that has
been made towards a comprehensive
explanation of war and peace.
64This book fills a significant void by
providing a tangible guide to the scien-
tific analysis of war as well as offering
a basis for undergraduates to read and
understand qualitative studies."
—Paul F. Diehl, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

1992 0-669-20105-7 $14.93 paper

THE PLACE OF
MORALITY IN
FOREIGN POLICY
Felix E. Oppenheim
Provides a thought-provoking exami-
nation of an all-too-often overlooked
question central to any discussion of
international relations and ethics: to
what extent is morality relevant in for-
eign policy decisions? Written to chal-
lenge students and experts to explore
in what instances morality and moral
commitments really matter in interna-
tional politics.

1991 0-669-21452-3 $14.95 paper

Available June 1993—
AMERICAN DEFENSE
ANNUAL 1998
Joseph. I. Kruzel, Editor
1993 0-02-M7672-7 S19.9S paper

TH€ GLOBAL
PHILOSOPHERS

AMERICAN FEDERALISM
Competition Among
Governments
Thomas R. Dye,
Florida State University
According to Dye, a competitive federal-
ism encourages rivalry among state and
local governments. Arguing that "eighty
thousand governments are better than
one," Dye explains why competitive
government is better for the citizenry
than a single, dangerously powerful,
centralized government.

1989 0-669-21474-4 $16.95 paper

THE
INTERNATIONALIZATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS
David P. Forsythe,
University of Nebraska
This fascinating exploration of the cam-
paign on behalf of human rights since
1945 shows that this issue, once consid-
ered the province of states, has now
become an integral part of international
relations. Forsythe provocatively probes
such hotly-debated questions as what
constitutes a human right, whether
international action for human rights
is a form of cultural imperialism, and
whether there can be international stan-
dards for human rights but variation
among states in implementing them.

1991 0-669-21117-6 $16.95 paper

THE INTERNATIONAL
POLITICS OF TELEVISION
George H. Quester,
University of Mary land
This groundbreaking book examines
the impact of television's trans-national
reach and its potential to dramatically
influence global relations in the future.

1990 0-669-24456-2 $22.95 paper

MarkV Kauppi s, Paul R.Vkitti

THE GLOBAL
PHILOSOPHERS
World Politics in
Western Thought
Mark V. Kauppi and Paul R. Viotti
In this fresh reassessment of the intellec-
tual sources of world politics, Kauppi
and Viotti introduce readers to the work
of many of those thinkers who, since
classical antiquity, have influenced our
understanding of international relations.
Kauppi and Viotti reveal how writers
from Thucydides to Weber framed the
vital questions which still dominate the
debate over global events.

1992 0-669-18033-5 $14.95 paper

DEATH IN THE BALANCE
The Debate Over
Capital Punishment
Donald D. Hook and Lothar Kahn
"Capital punishment, perhaps more
than any other perennial issue of public
argument, teaches intellectual humility.
No matter which side of the issue you
are on, if you do not feel the weakness
of your position and see the strengths
of the other side, you fully understand
neither.. .if you doubt this is true, read
this valuable volume. It is a fine guide
to the broad gray areas of argument."
—George F. Will

1990 0-669-20906-6 $10.95 paper

For Visa, MasterCard, Discover,
or American Express orders,
call toVL-free 1-800-323-7445

IlLEXINGTON BOOKS
\ V P U B L I S H I N G F O R P R O F E S S I O N A L S

An Imprint ofMacmillan, Inc./A Maxwell Maanillan Company
866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
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L S U ^ P r e s s
Eric Voegelin and the Politics of
Spiritual Revolt
The Roots of Modern Ideology
Michael Franz
In Eric VoegeUn and the Politics of Spiritual Revolt, Franz pro-
vides the first sustained examination of Voegelin's conten-
tions that the various and diverse ideologies of the modern
age are rooted in a common pattern of consciousness. Based
on painstaking research in a wide range of sources, the
volume contains extensive notes that refer the reader to
Voegelin's publications and also provides the most impres-
sive bibliography of secondary works yet to appear in print.
$27.50

Americanism
Revolutionary Order and Societal Self-
Interpretation in the American Republic
Jiirgen Gebhardt
Translated by Ruth Hein
Gebhardt's Americanism analyzes the origins of the American
public philosophy. Through careful scrutiny of the writings
of the Founding Fathers—and with a special emphasis on
those of John Adams—Gebhardt studies the philosophical
and Christian roots of the American ideas of republicanism
and revolution. The keen and observant eye he casts on the
structure of the American republic makes this a first-rate
work.
$59.95

Traditions and Values in Politics and
Diplomacy
Theory and Practice
Kenneth W. Thompson
In this comprehensive assessment of current issues in
international politics, Thompson draws on Judeo-Christian
traditions to define the relationship between philosophy,
religion, and politics. Broadly informed and far-reaching,
this volume is a timely and reflective analysis of the role
traditions and values play in shaping change and in helping
us to understand its implications.

$37.50 cloth, $12.95 paper

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Cold War Theories
Volume I: World Polarization, 1943-1953
Kenneth W. Thompson
"[Thompson's] approach is characterized by an open and
detached spirit.... Students who wish to consider how the
Cold War began, why it intensified, and the forces that
brought open conflict in the Korean War will be well served
by this account."—Theodore M. Hesburgh, Worldview
$9.95 paper

Louisiana State University Press
Baton Rouge 70893

The Supreme Court
and Legal Change

Abortion and the Death Penalty
by Lee Epstein and Joseph E Kobylka

436 pp., $45 cloth, $16.95 paper

Thornton H. Brooks Series in
American Law and Society

Runoff Elections in the
United States

by Charles S. Bullock HI and
Loch K. Johnson

228 pp., $32.50
Thornton H. Brooks Series in
American Law and Society

The Emergence of
David Duke and the

Politics of Race
Edited by Douglas D. Rose

296 pp., $29.95 cloth, $12.95 paper
Tulane Studies in Political Science

After Wilson
The Struggle for the Democratic Party,

1920-1934
by Douglas B. Craig

approx. 400 pp., $45

Republics Ancient
and Modern

Classical Republicanism and the
American Revolution

by Paul A. Rahe

1216 pp., $49.95

Citizenship in the
Western Tradition

Plato to Rousseau
by Peter Riesenberg

348 pp., $42.50

at bookstores or by toll-free order

The University of
North Carolina Press

Chapel Hill

Phone 800/848-6224
Fax 800/272-6817
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MICHIGAN MICHIGAN MICHIGAN

POLITICAL ANALYSIS
An Annual Publication of the Methodology Section of

the American Political Science Association

Edited by James A. Stimson

Political Analysis publishes new research in all areas of political science
methodology including statistical models, modeling, measurement,

and research design.

Volume 1, 1989
Volume 2,1990
Volume 3,1991

All volumes are $42.50

Volumes may be ordered individually or on standing order.
Place your own standing order today—and urge your library to do the same.

Special discount for members of the Methodology Section of APSA

Volumes are available individually at a 25% discount. Order
Volume 1 at 40% discount, and receive Volume 2 and/or
Volume 3 at a 25% discount. Begin a standing order by ordering
Volume 1 at a 40% discount and you will receive all subsequent
volumes at a 30% discount. Specify how you want to be billed for
future volumes; include credit card information if appropriate.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS
MICHIGAN D e p t _vF Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
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Revised and Expanded
5th Edition
(Mirers and the Study of Political
Science: A Guide for Undergraduates
discusses the relationship between the
study ol political science and careers in
law, government, interest groups and
associations, ornani/iitions.
business, journalism and teaching. The
new edition builds upon earlier editions
prepared by Man H. Cur/an, and
includes contributions from Michael
Hrintnall, A PSA, Mary A. Hepburn,
I uiversity of Georgia, Joseph
I.aPaiombara, Yale University Alan
Rosenthal, Rutgers I 'uirersity and Robert
11. Salisbury, Washington I 'niversity.
I here is a new chapter on campaign
management and polling by (andiee J.
Nelson, Ainerictin University.

• Please send me
Political Science.

• My check is enclosed for $
• Charge my: • MasterCard

Card No.:

ORDER FORM

. copies of Careers and the Study of

• VISA Exp. date:.

Single copies are $3.50. Add $1.00 postage for each copy.
Orders must be prepaid.

Bulk Orders

10 copies
50 copies

100 copies

APSA Departmental
Services Member

$12.00
$50.00
$80.00

Non-Member

$20.00
$75.00

$125.00

Shipping
Charge
$3.50
$6.50
$8.50

Send to:

Return this form with check or credit card order to:
Publications/APSA
1527 Now Hampshire Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036
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Excellence Still Matters

.J

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
Third Edition

LEWIS LIPSITZ, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
DAVID M. SPEAK, California State Polytechnic University —
Pomona, Georgia Southern University
• A complete introduction to American government • Unique
approach engages the student in critical thought about the degree to
which American government functions democratically • Strong com-
parative emphasis; compares U.S. institutions and policies with those
of other democratic countries • Includes chapters on political cul-
ture, political economy, mass politics, politics and community issues,
and the environment • Features expanded coverage of civil liberties
and civil rights and a major updating of policy examples
Paper/720 pp.(approx.)/February 1993
Instructor's Manual and Test Item File and Study Guide
available
Computerized Test Item File, classroom management software,
transparencies, and two videotapes available upon adoption

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
A Brief Introduction
Sixth Edition

MAX J. SKIDMORE, University of Missouri — Kansas City
MARSHALL CARTER TRIPP, United States Department of State
A concise book that provides an overview of all the essential topics
for an introduction to American government • Conventional organi-
zation conforms to the structure of most syllabi
Paper/336 ppXapproxO/January 1993
Instructor's Manual and Test Item File available

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Readings on Continuity and Change
Second Edition
Edited by ROBERT HARMEL, Texas A&M University
• Features 75 readings on American government that focus on the
concept of continuity and change • Includes selections from the
Federalist papers, Supreme Court decisions, classic essays, as well as
contemporary works, drawn from a wide variety of sources •
Contains 33 new readings
Paper/608 pp^approx.)/January 1993
Instructor's Manual available

St. Martin's Press • college division
l - ' S F i f t h A v e n u e . I H ' p t . J K . N e w Y o r k . W 1 0 0 I ! )
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Excellence Still Matters

CONGRESS TODAY
EDWARD V. SCHNEIER, City College of The City
University of New York
BERTRAM GROSS, City University of New York; University
of California at Berkeley; St. Mary's College of California
• A comprehensive core text that examines Congress and the
politics of formulating national legislation • Analyzes the legisla-
tive process from three interrelated perspectives: the social and
political setting, the structure and rules of Congress as an organi-
zation, and the motives of the participants • Encourages stu-
dents to assess the strategic variables that affect the legislative
process
Paper/520 pp.(approx.)/February 1993

LEGISLATIVE STRATEGY: Shaping Public
Policy
EDWARD V. SCHNEIER, City College of The City
University of New York
BERTRAM GROSS, City University of New York; University
of California at Berkeley; St. Mary's College of California
• A concise, informative guide to the creation of public policy
through legislative action • Provides vivid examples of the ways
in which change and manipulation of rules are part of the policy
making process • Examines how the political environment of
Congress has an influence on legislation
Paper/288 pp^approx.)/Februaiy 1993

THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES
An Introduction
THOMAS G. WALKER, Emory University
LEE EPSTEIN, Washington University

• A concise text that helps familiarize students with the legal
and political roles of the Court • Examines the constitutional
mandate of the Court and its evolution over the course of 200
years of American history • Its brevity makes it ideal for a wide
range of courses that require an understanding of the structure,
organization, and decision-making processes of the court

Paper/207 pp/1993

St. iMartill's Press • College Division
1 7 5 l i l t h A \ e n u e , D e p t . J K , N e w Y o r k , NY 1 0 0 1 0
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Excellence Still Matters

I jt ts i j {j »|t

THE SUPREME COURT AND AMERICAN
DEMOCRACY

DAVID G. BARNUM, DePaul University
• A core text that assesses the Court's role in American
politics • Examines the tension between the Court's power
of judicial review and the democratic, majoritarian features
of American government • Includes 7 case studies that
demonstrate constitutional litigation in action
Paper/352 pp.(approx.)/Febnuuuy 1993

PUBLIC POLICY

AMERICAN PUBLIC POLICY
An Introduction
Fourth Edition
CLARKE E. COCHRAN, Texas Tech University
LAWRENCE C. MAYER, Texas Tech University
T.R. CARR, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville
N. JOSEPH CAYER, Arizona State University

• Organized around 11 major areas of public policy •
Combines history, description, and analysis with lively,
informed debate about solutions • Provides new or
expanded coverage of family and child welfare, the AIDS
crisis, education reform, free and "hurtful" speech
Cloth/492 pp./1993

ENERGY POLITICS
Fourth Edition
DAVID HOWARD DAVIS, The University of Toledo
• Provides a thorough examination of U.S. energy policy •
Organized around specific energy sources • Offers detailed
coverage of the conflicts between business and environ-
mental perspectives • Focuses on the choices the U.S. must
make in providing energy for industrial and private use into
the 21st century

Paper/321 pp./1993

St. Martin's Press • College Division
1 7 5 I i l t h A v e n u e , D e p t . Jli. N e w Y o r k , \ Y 100 10
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Excellence Still Matters

ETHICS, i
fifitlitflS

FOREIGN P 0 L1C ¥
THIRD'WORLD

nmm.nmKa.rn.

DEFINING

InfloeRte and Feree
in the Contemporary
International System

Illlllllllllllllllllll

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND
FOREIGN POLICY

WORLD pourncs
Trend and Transfomation
Fourth Edition
CHARLES W. KEGLEY, JR., University of South
Carolina
EUGENE R. WITTKOPF, Louisiana State University
• A comprehensive introduction to the key actors and poli-
cy issues in international relations • Provides historical
detail necessary to understand important transformations in
global politics • Fully reflects the changes that have recently
revolutionized world politics

Paper/614 pp./1993
Instructor's Manual available
Computerized Test Item File available upon adoption

ETHICS, AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY,
AND THE THIRD WORLD
DAVID LOUIS CINGRANELLI, State University of New
York at Binghamton
• Explores the moral and ethical issues in American foreign
policy toward Third World nations • Evaluates the goals
and objectives that have guided our policy in the past and
considers which should guide it in the future
Paper/250 pp./1993

DEFINING POWER
Influence and Force in the Contemporary
International System
JOHN M. ROTHGEB, JR., Miami University
• Considers how the power relationships among members
of the international system have changed since World War II
• Identifies the new actors and issues that have come to
play a major role in world politics • Evaluates the role of
power in an environment in which influence is increasingly
defined in terms of economic strength
Paper/205 pp./1993

St. Martin's Press • college Division
175 Tilth Avenue, Dipt. JR. New York, \Y 10010
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Excellence Still Matters

THUNDER
DISTANT THUNDER
Third World Conflict and the New
International Order
DONALD M. SNOW, University of Alabama
• Examines conflict in the Third World and its implications
for World security • Discusses the impact of ethnic and
regional conflict, insurgency movements, drug wars, and
terrorism • Case studies include the Shining Path move-
ment in Peru and Operation Desert Storm
Paper/226 pp./1993

WHY NATIONS GO TO WAR
Sixth Edition
JOHN G. STOESSINGER, Trinity University
• Presents seven case studies on war in the 20th century •
Demonstrates how war is a result of human decision mak-
ing • Considers the prospects for a more peaceful future in
light of the collapse of communism and the end of the Cold
War

Paper/239 PP-/1993

INTRODUCTION TO
POLITICAL SCIENCE

UNDERSTANDING POLITICS
Ideas, Institutions, and Issues
Third Edition
THOMAS M. MAGSTADT, University of Nebraska at
Kearney
PETER M. SCHOTTEN, Augustana College
• An introduction to the major subdisciplines of political
science, written from a strong global, historical perspective
• Incorporates extensive apparatus to help familiarize stu-
dents with important concepts • Focus on the just use of
power encourages students to think critically about politics
• Updated throughout to reflect major world events of the
past four years
Ck»th/6O3 pp./1993
Instructor's Manual available
Computerized Test Item File upon adoption

St. Martin's Press • College Division
1""> l i f t h A v e n u e , l K p t . J R . N e w Y o r k , NY 1 0 0 1 ( 1
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Excellence Still Matters

POLITICAL SCIENCE
A Comparative Introduction
ROD HAGUE, MARTIN HARROP, and SHAUN BRES-
IiN, all of the University of Newcastle upon Tyne
• Compares governments world-wide to help students
understand the major subdisciplines and concepts of politi-
cal science • Examines recent trends toward democratiza-
tion in Latin America, Eastern Europe, and the successor
states of the Soviet Union
Paper/504 pp./1993

MEDIA

INVENTING REALITY
The Politics of News Media
Second Edition
MICHAEL PARENTI
• Explores the economic and political realities of the news
media industry • Analyzes how and why the media "pack-
age" the news into a manufactured form of reality •
Updated to show the media's treatment of the U.S. invasion
of Panama, the Gulf War, and the collapse of the Soviet
Union

Paper/274 pp./1993

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE
Sixth Edition
Edited by ALBERT H. TEICH, American Association
for the Advancement of Science
• Examines the relationship between society and
technology, focusing on public policy • Readings drawn
from a wide range of disciplines • 25 articles, 12 new to
this edition

Paper/383/1993

St. Martill'S Press • College Division
175 Fifth Avenue, Dcpt. JK, New York, NY 10010
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Find money for research in the...

Guide to Federal Funding
For Social Scientists

* ; * *

Whether your specialty is
demographic anthropology, political
economy or social psychology, the
multidisciplinary Guide to Federal
Funding for Social Scientists,
2nd edition, has a federal program
to support your interests.
Over 250 federally funded programs
in the social sciences are indexed by
agency and subject matter to simplify your
search.

Program descriptions outline names of
contacts, review processes, application

procedures and deadlines, budget in-
formation, and examples of funded

projects. Essays authored by agency
insiders supplement the program

descriptions and guide the researcher
through the ins and outs of the main
funding institutions. The Guide is an

indispensable resource for both pre- and
post-doctoral social scientists.

Ordering Information
The Guide is $30 + $2.50 shipping for Members, $50 + $2.50 Please include your Name, Address, Phone number, Credit Card
shipping for non-Members*. number and expiration date if you are ordering by credit card, and
. „ , . . . . . . . . . . . . „ . , , . Member Affiliation if entitled to Member discount.
All orders must be prepaid by check (payable to APSA), or by
Visa or MasterCard. Visa/MasterCard orders may also be phoned to: 202/483-2512

. - , „ n D n m . T / - 'Members of the following organizations are entitled to Member
otzjvu Unutzno iu. rates:

D i i h l i / » a t i n n e / A D C A American Anthropological Association American Sociological Association
r u D i i c a u o n s / i r a M American Economic Association American Statistical Association
1 5 2 7 N e w H a m p s h i r e A v e n u e , N W American Historical Association Association of American Geographers
W a s h i n g t o n D C 2 0 0 3 6 American Political Science Association Association of American Law Schools

' American Psychological Association Linguistic Society of America
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Looking
For A

Graduate
School

In
Political
Science?

Graduate Faculty and Programs
in Political Science—1992-94

* Formerly Guide to Graduate Study in Political Science

STUDENTS CAN COMPARE DEPARTMENTS
FACULTY CAN FIND THEIR COLLEAGUES

AND ADVISE THEIR STUDENTS

Over 300 schools in the United States and Canada
describe their Ph.D. and masters programs in political
science and related fields, such as public administration
and international relations.

Each program description includes information about type
of degrees offered, tuition charges and financial aid,
admission and degree requirements. Faculty members are
listed with their major areas of specialization.

Graduate Faculty and Programs has an alphabetical
index of faculty and a geographical index of institutions.
An appendix provides data on each program's ratio of
student applications to student admissions, number of
degrees awarded, and affirmative action efforts.

The price is $25 for APSA members ($20 for student
members), and $45 for nonmembers.
ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.

AMERICAN
POLITICAL SCIENC

ASSOCIATION

Graduate Faculty
AND

Programs
IN

Political Science

1992-94

f

ORDER FORM
Enclosed is a check or credit card number for
^ _ _ _ _ copies of Graduate Faculty and
Programs — 1992-94 at the rate of

(check one):
•$25 + $3.50 shipping
FOR APSA MEMBERS

•$45 + $3.50 shipping
FOR NONMEMBERS

•$20 + $3.50 shipping
FOR APSA STUDENT MEMBERS

Name

Address.

City/State/Zip .

Daytime Phone.

Indicate: DVisa, DMasterCard

Credit Card # _Exp. Date

Order from: PUBLICATIONS/APSA
1527 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
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Political Theoiy in the 1980s:
Perplexity Amidst Diversity
William Galston, University of
Maryland

Texts and Canons: The Status ol
the'Great Books'in Political
Theory
Arlene Swonhouse, University
ofMichigan

Citizens, Contexts, and the
Multiple Levels of Democratic
Politics
JohnD. Sprague, Washington
University
Robert Huckfetdt, Indiana
University

Comparative Political Parties:
Research and Theory
Kenneth Janda, Northwestern
University

Legislatures
Michael L Meny, DePaul
University

Public Executives
Cofin Campbell, Georgetown
University

Publiclaw and Judicial Politics
Martin Shapiro, Universityof
California-Berkeley

Public Administration: The State
of the Discipline
DonaldE Kettl, Universityof
Wisconsin

The Newtookin PublicOpinioB
Research
PaulSn'tderman, Stanford
University

The Not So Simpte Act of Voting
RussellJ, Dalton and Martin
Wallenberg,
University of California-Irvine

New Edition...
New Contributors.

ORDER FORM
• Please send me. . copies of Political Science:

The State of the Discipline II .
• My check is enclosed for $

• Charge my: Q MasterCard • VISA Exp. date:.

Card No.:| I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Copies are $30 for members, $45 for nonmembers. Add $3.50
postage and handling. For bulk purchase information, contact APSA

Orders must be prepaid

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Return this form with check or credit card order to:

Publications/APSA
1527 New Hampshire Ava^NW
Washington, DC 20036

Political Communication: Scope,
Progress, Promise
Doris Graber, University of
Illinois at Chicago

Expanding Disciplinary
Boundaries: Black, Latino, and
Minority Group Politics in
Political Science
PautaD. McClain, Universityof
Virginia
John A. Garcia, Universityof
Arizona

Comparative Politics
Ronald'Rogowski, Universityof
California-Los Angeles

Political Conflict, War and Peace
JacekKugier, Vanderbilt
University

Global Political Economy
James Caporaso, Universityof
Washington

Positive Theory and Public
Choice
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University of Virginia
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Thomas E. McCollough, Duke University
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individualism that make a sound communal ethic difficult to attain."
0-934540-85-3 pa Neal Riemer, Drew University

POLITICS IN WESTERN EUROPE: United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, and European Community
M. Donald Hancock, Vanderbilt University, et al.
"Excellent work! Up-to-date and analytical . . . a quality seldom
found in a single text. I especially appreciate the detailed coverage
of the Italian and Swedish polities which makes this book both
unique and truly comparative." Gerard F. Rutan

0-934540-30-6 pa Western Washington University

THE POLITICS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS
James W. Fesler, Yale University, and Donald F. Kettl, University
of Wisconsin-Madison
"An eclectic and valuable book that looks at public administration
from a variety of explanatory perspectives. Readers will find that
any one of the several chapters in this volume provides the best over-
view of the subject currently available."

Francis E. Rourke, The Johns Hopkins University
0-934540-81-0 pa

THE POSTMODERN PRESIDENT 2d ed.
Richard Rose, University of Strathclyde
"The Postmodern President offers much to students and teachers
alike, much to ponder, much to argue with, much to reexamine
in the light of a rapidly changing world. It is a very good book."
0-934540-94-2 pa Stephen J. Wayne, Georgetown University

THE PRESIDENT AS INTERPRETER-IN-CHIEF
Mary E. Stuckey, University of Mississippi
"Stuckey's perceptive study of presidential rhetoric is essential read-
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about the quality of American politics."

Doris A. Graber, University of Illinois at Chicago
0-934540-92-6 pa

THE ELECTION OF 1992
Reports and Interpretations
Gerald M. Pomper, Rutgers University, et al.
Seven political scientists probe the electoral impact of issues includ-
ing the economy, character, and family values. This is the fifth in
a series of bestsellers that began with The Election of 1976.
1-56643-001-1 pa 1-56643-000-3 cl

THE WORLD OF THE POLICY ANALYST
Robert A. Heineman, Alfred University, William T. Bluhm, Univer-
sity of Rochester, et al.
"A valuable contribution to a literature that ought to grow on how
we can build bridges between scholarship and practice in public
affairs." Richard P. Nathan, SUNY at Albany
0-934540-75-6 pa
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